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1978 MVP AWARD
Years ago. a guy by the name of Bucky earned himself a reputation in
Philadelphia Catholic sports circles as a pretty fair ball handler and a real
team asset. Later, when he exchanged his Shanahan Catholic Club uniform
and nickname for a Christian Brother's cassock and the moniker, "Brother
Anthony Wallace, F.S.C.," there was one thing he didn't forget: how to play
on a team.
For many years between 1938, when he came to La Salle College, and last
year, when he retired, Bucky's team was La Salle, and in particular, the
Education Department. If you were lucky enough to see the team in action,
you know Brother Anthony gave it his all. There wasn't anything he
wouldn't do for one of his own — and that included just about everybody on
campus. Bucky would not only give you the help you requested, he'd usually
drop whatever it was he was doing, and go to work for you right away.
That doesn't mean he wasn't critical, or that practices were easy, but when
the game began — and you were out teaching — you could be sure Bucky was
right there cheering for you.
Over time, you see, Bucky developed a special kind of myopia that proved
invaluable to the team. If any one of his teammates — student, colleague or
friend — was on the line, Bucky could only see the good in them. That
strategy had the effect of making all those people believe in themselves and
focus on their good points. It was pretty smart thinking, too. Any coach will
tell you that the team plays better when it's psyched.
Brother Anthony had the same effect on the educators in the high schools
where his education majors were teaching. He could make them see the
strong points he saw in his students, and La Salle continued to place its
education graduates while jobs for other new teachers dwindled.
How can we talk about Brother Anthony without mentioning his incred-
ible memory for names and faces? Look, there he is, strolling around the
campus, hands stuck in his pocket, cigar stuck in his mouth. He's smiling to a
group of students eating dinner in the cafeteria. They wave back.
A little later, he spots two people he knows coming out of Olney Hall, and
he greets them by name as he asks them how they are. They get the rare
feeling this questioner really wants to know.
As an educator, Brother Anthony has been recognized by his peers many
times, but we, the 1978 staff of the Explorer, would like to offer our own
tribute.
Bucky, we dedicate the book to you: please accept it as our Most Valuable
Player Award.
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THE FORCE WAS WITH US
La Salle in 1977-78
Long, long ago, in a galaxy far, far
away — or was it just yesterday in a
movie theater down the street? — Darth
Vader and the Imperial Storm Troopers
had captured the beautiful and sassy
Princess Leia while "Star Wars" had
captivated audiences from coast to coast.
This was the year that the Eye-talian
Stallion made Philadelphians proud by
choosing their very own Art Museum as
his Mount Olympus in "Rocky." Theme
songs from both movies claimed the AM
airwaves while disco versions set the
beat at nightspots. Meanwhile, Boz
Scaggs, Linda Ronstadt, Billy Joel and
Fleetwood Mac basked in the glory of
their numerous fans, and a funny
woman by the name of Diane Keaton left
Woody Allen's set for a serious role in
"Looking for Mr. Goodbar."
This was also the year that we faced
the holiday season without Bing Crosby
to croon "White Christmas," and without
Guy Lombardo to usher in the New Year
at Times Square. It was a sad year for
Phillies fans, too, as the home team AL-
MOST did it, losing the National League
Pennant to the LA. Dodgers after coming
so close.
The national sports scene was domi-
nated by a couple of youngsters: fifteen-
year-old jockey Steve Cauthen was
named Athlete of the Year, and fourteen-
year-old Tracy Austin became the
youngest competitor at Wimbledon.
In a courageous visit destined to earn
him TIME Magazine's Man of the Year
Award, Egypt's Anwar Sadat attempted
to cool tensions in the Mideast by going
to Israel in the fall.
Meanwhile, a trip abroad by the Car-
ters left not a few red faces as an inept
18
translator made several gaffes during the
Chief Executive's stop in Poland. At
home, brother Billy Carter was making
more money than the President by en-
dorsing everything from his own brand
of beer to belly-flops.
In Philadelphia, a young Democrat by
the name of Ed Rendell beat the ma-
chine to win the District Attorney's spot
away from F. Emmet Fitzpatrick. Mayor
Frank Rizzo, the Big Bambino, mulled
changing the City Charter so he could
run for a third term.
And on a small college campus on the
corner of 20th street and Olney Avenue,
the year began with a burst of optimism:
in a time of declining birthrates and
rising tuitions (our own included), La
Salle had still managed to draw more
students than the year before. Brother
Patrick Ellis, a "new president" as these
things are calculated chronologically,
was nevertheless already comfortable in
his new office and his new role.
Upperclassmen returned to find Leon-
ard Hall gone, and in its place a new
quadrangle, which was promptly and ir-
reverently christened, "the Miniature
Golf Course."
Over in Hayman Hall, Jack "The Colo-
nel" Conboy was ending an era as Ath-
letic Director and La Salle alumnus Bill
Bradshaw was waiting in the wings for
his own term to begin. The women's
program under the direction of Field
Hockey mentor Kathy Wear, began to
grow in earnest, attracting top caliber
women athletes with scholarships.
Dorm students started off the year
with a couple of innovations: some
freshmen had two roommates instead of
one, and Wister House was opened as an
alternative to the dorms and the LSC
apartments.
And what of the students? Nationally,
educators, psychologists, sociologists and
statisticians endeavored in vain to dis-
cover why, after the tumult of the Six-
ties, campuses were so terribly "quiet."
But La Salle's campus, to those who
knew its nooks and crannies and the
organizations tucked into them, was any-
thing but quiet. There were no riots, no
black armbands, no hunger strikes (ex-
cept to donate the price of a meal to the
Famine Relief effort on campus), no sit-
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ins, no shouting, but there was a lot
happening.
The Students' Government Association
spearheaded the effort to get students to
write their state legislators urging them
to lower the drinking age and resolve the
budget crisis that held money for higher
education hostage.
While Philadelphia saw the in-
auguration of a new daily tabloid, the
journal, the Collegian continued to reign
supreme in the print media on campus.
Sixty student reporters, editors and pho-
tographers managed to write and edit
enough copy each week to fill eight to
twelve pages with campus news (and to
attend classes at the same time).
Upstairs, WEXP Radio in Philadelphia
was branching out to WEXP television
in the College Union with a closed cir-
cuit TV added to the station's musical
attributes.
Following a national trend, La Salle
also saw a revitalization of fraternities
and sororities, and their rededication to
service. Among the Greek-sponsored
goodwill projects were an Alph Chi Rho
pie-eating contest for leukemia, Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon's annual blood drive and a
benefit basketball game, and Sigma Beta
Kappa's efforts to restore and maintain
the Day Care Center. In addition, Sigma
Phi Lambda boosted the Booster Club
and collected barrels of Toys for Tots at
Christmastime. Gamma Sigma Sigma sis-
ters put in hours as hospital volunteers.
Student entertainment was handled by
the Student Programming Association
(SPA): among the movies they brought to
campus were "Taxi Driver" and "All the
President's Men." They kept the College
Union Lobby blooming with plant and
record sales as well.
19
Below: Tau Kappa Epsilon Blood Drive
The La Salle Gavel Society was ranked
sixth in the nation by the National Fo-
rensic Association, while the Masque
was revitalized with the productions of
"Mr. Roberts" and "Company."
The mood on La Salle's campus, as on
many where students knew they would
really have to scramble to get jobs when
they left college, was one which reflected
a certain seriousness of purpose when it
came to academics, and a certain paro-
chialism in interests: the focus had
shifted from a concern with national pol-
itics to a concern with personal politics
and personal goals.
If students were not, on the surface,
concerned and thinking about what was
happening in Washington, they were, no-
netheless, still concerned and thinking
about what they saw as important in
their own lives.
Cathy Harper
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COLLEGIAN
Above Left: John Rodden, Editor-in-Chief. Above Right: Mark DiRugeris.
Right: Paula Krebs. Opposite Page: Top Left: Len Spearing and Joe Clayback.
Top Right: Beth Harper.
24
^e COLLEGIAA
(STUDENT NEWSPAPER)
First How (left to right): John Rodden, Mike Jones, Kevin Foley, Marina Pavlik, Greg Nowak, Bob Pushaw, Joe Izes, Walt
Baker, Len Spearing, Ellen Reznik, Frank Haaz, Frank Dehel, Linda Johnson, Mary Montrella, Joe Clayback, Paul Kelly,
Beth Harper, Denise Sudell, Nick Viggiano, Steve Folberg, Dennis McCauley, Paula Krebs. On Roof: Cathy Harper, Mickey
Wagner, Dan Polsenberg. 25
EXPLORER
Michael McGirney, Editor-in-Chief Raymond Soliday, Business Editor
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Below: lane McFarlane
Firsi Row (left to right): Barb Kelly, Nick
Marchesani, Eileen Gaddis, foe Nardelli,
Mary Schummer, Ann D'Innocenzo,
Theresa DiLello. Second Row: Bernadette
Lynn, Sharon Oswalt, Rich Combatti,
Bruce Steggert, Mickey Wagner.
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RESIDENCE COUNCIL OFFICERS (left to right): Jim McClain, Mary Kershaw, Steve Can-, Sue Kardish.
RESIDENCE COUNCIL EXECUTIVE BOARD (left to right): Dominic Marino, Anna Melnyk, Karen Crane, Beth Harper, Paula
Krebs, Anthonv Bosco.
RESIDENCE COUNCIL FLOOR REPRESENTATIVES First Row (left to right): Roger Marchetti, Sue Tremblay, Ellen McNamara, Bii:
Koach, Al Salazar. Second Row: Eugene Minniti, Brian Gaughan, Terry Jackson, Joe DiBiase, Claire McArdle, Anne Des Jardins,
Chris Merrick. Third Row: Tom Treshan, Bernadette Lynn. Harrison Stackpole. Mike Franchetti, Karen Murphy, Keith Cunningham.
Mike Hartnett.
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STUDENTS' GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
STUDENTS' GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION OFFICERS (left
to right): Don Rongione, Pete
DiBattiste, Larry White, Terry
Fox.
Left: STUDENTS' GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION STUDENT
SENATORS - Firs! Row (left to right): Don Kieser, Eleanor
Calabase, Chuck Dearolf. Second Row: Ginger Krawiec, Jacky
McGill, Diane Zartarian, Bruce Rosetto. Third Row: Chris
Andreas, Diane Fennel, Jim White. Fourth Roiv: Joe Gironc [ulie
Trego, Al DiGregorio, Barbara Buck, Mary Schummer. Fifth
Row: Ed Barr, Roger Marchetti, Jacky Alford, Tarn Emerick.
Below: Pete DiBattiste, President.
31
STUDENT PROGRAMMING ASSOCIATION
32
STUDENT PROGRAMMING ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE BOARD - First Row (left to right): Joanne
Schmader, John Masano, Pete Magolda, Kathy Schrader (advisor), Nora Barry. Second Row: Kyran
Flaherty, Chris McDermott, Jack Burns, Keith Leibowitz.
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Left: SPA's roving musicians during Open
House. Below: SPA's organ grinder and
monkey at Open House.
Firs! Row (left to right): Kathy Schrader (advisor), Jim O'Toole, Nora Barry, Harry Downs, Kyran Flaherty, Keith Leibowitz. Second
Row: Janice Pantano, Liz Heinzel. Betty Anne McHugh, Mike McHugh Jr., Joan Bove, Tom Korzelwie. Third Row: Jerry Doherty, Karl
Illen, Joanne Schmader, Betsy Riley, Lee Mogavera, Kevin Barry. Fourth Row: John Rossi, Pete Magolda, Carl Shanholtz, Mike
McHugh, Larry Conroy, Paul Bogart, Tony Ferrara. Fifth Row: Martin McCarthy. Jeff Wolper. Bart Falco, Chris McDermott, Joe
Brostowitz, John Masano, Frank Maness, Keith Gordon. 33
Upper Left: John Rodden and John Holste
debate the British National Team. Upper
Right: Dan Polsenberg, President. Above —
First Row (left to right): J. McCrane, D.
Polsenberg, M. Hernandez, D. Skaliky, A.
Smith, N. Silverman. Second Row: D.
Williams, L. White, R. Burgess, F. Foley, P.
Shapiro, G. Nowak, J. Cessarone, A.
Donnelly. Right: Pat Shapiro and Fred Foley.
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THE MASQUE
First Row (left to right): M. Hernandez, J. Naas, D. Ryan, C. Hearney Second
Row: R. Worthington,
J.
Barton, K. Lyons, D. Asselta, D. Boder, C. Moran.
Third Row: T. Ziemba, J. Gallo, D. Fletcher, B. Fitzpatrick, S. Sharp, M.
Gilbert. Fourth Row: B. Fitzgibbons, J. McCrane.
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First Row (left to right): M. Mercer. V.
Konieczny, C. Tractenberg. Second Row: J.
Ficchi, M Jones, P. Perrello.
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SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
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First Row (left to right): T. Elmer, D. Greenfield, S. Domineske, C. Lunney, J. Carrigan, J. Fenton, J.
Burns, J. Whelan, M. MacDonald, P. Bucci, Brother G. Molyneaux (moderator). Second Row: C. Zenner, J.
Conroy, J. Saraceno, P. Farano, D. Janicki, K. Pluck, M. Steelman, S. Olshevski, P. Horn, P. Petillo.
Third Row: R. Soliday, R. Murphy, J. Waldron, K. Donnelly, F. Celii, M. Sharp, Doctor R. Holroyd
(advisor), J. McGinniss, M. McGirney, H. Cummins.
PHI KAPPA THETA
First Row (left to right): G. Grudziak, J. Kelly, B.
Cohen, J. Coyne. Second Row: J. Nardelli, L.
Desiato, R. Bernier, Brother J. Burke (moderator), J.
Mescisca, R. Bilinski, J. Maugeri, A. Gulla. Third'
Row: J. Sullivan, T. Corkery, E. Corkery, E.
Covington, J. Nicolo, M. McCaffrey, S. Smith, B.
Menno. Fourth Row: J. Phillipp, M. McGinn, B.
Lawrence, F. Quinn.
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First Row (left to right): J. Fee,
C. Robinson, R. Mauro, J.
Connors. Second Row: P.
Novelli, G. Snyder, P. Martin,
J.
Collins, M. McDonald, R.
Neimzitz. Third Row: B.
Larkins, B. Kauffmen, B. Quinn,
M. Brennen, J. Kaoughbrenner.
SIGMA BETA KAPPA
First Row (left to right): L. Garza, T. Presenza, T. Reilly, R. Elluso. Second Row: J. O'Donnell (moderator), J. Delaney, B. Cenna, J.
Stallings, G. Watson, D. Elluso, J. Sgro, B. Friel, J. Burke, B. Sittman, F. Mellon, B. Kenney. Third Row: V. Tuoey, R. Slavin White, M.
Meaviaick, S. Siligrini, B. Falzetta, E. Wilusz, B. Lauter. Fourth Row: T. Osborne, J. McGettigen, F. Olykowski, M. Mertens, B.
Reichardt, M. Brude, S. Plumber. Fifth Row: B. Cavalero, J. Wiseman.
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ALPHA CHI RHO
First Row (left to right): D. Rakus, E.
Huggard, F. Buffett, J. Licolli, M. Valente,
L. Buonomo. Second Row: J. Blickley, J.
Slocum, T. Capponi,
J.
Nolan, D. Maurer,
J. Stoll, N. Lintner.
ZETA BETA TAU
First Row (left to right): B. Coulter, D.
Kelble,
J. Waldron, T. Connors, D. Lynch.
Second Row: D. Giovanetti, B. Anderson,
S. Vasso, E. Smith. Third Row:
J.
McShain, L. Zebrowski, M. Higgins, T.
Stackhouse. Fourth Row: M. Stillman, D.
Pierro, M. Boggi.
First Row (left to right): P. Malloy, M. Wagner, T. O'Hara, J. Cassidy, M. Prindible, J. Steelman, Brother J. Dondero (moderator), F.
Noonan, K. O'Hanlan, T. Keane, J. Firmani, J. Jacobsen. Second Row: J. Boyer, G. Longstreet, B. McHale, F. Hatem, G. Ward, J. Ansel, S.
Sauermelch, T. Gianitti, J. White, M. Cassidy.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
2mmm
First Row (left to right): J. Branca, E. Rauscher, J. Brown, R. Cannon. Second Row: D. Pero, K. O'Brien, K. Franks, K. Finocchiaro. E.
Parker, K. Maguire, M. Willard. Third Row: S. Feola, D. Collins, V. Konieczny, T. DiLello, J. Splendido, S. Moreton. G. LaRuffa. Fourth
Row: A. Carracciola, K. McFadden, D. Starosta, M.A. Stefany, A. Coyle, L. McNally.
PHI GAMMA NU
First Row (left to right): W. Strang, E. McNamara, J. Pantano, K. Uhalie, A. Aiken, K. Agness, J. Damis, J. Lynch, S. McBride. D.
Tenuto, D. Armstrong.
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INTERNATIONAL CLUB
(Left to Right): I. Lopez, E.
Borja, M. Willard, R. Cannon, F. Louie,
I. Tanudjaja, M. Kousis, M. Wong, I.
Tanudjaja, U. Dworzanski. Second
Row: K. Schrader (advisor), M. Zosa,
R, Bhoola, J. Echeverry, A. Condello,
A. Tsui, D. Park, Z. O'Reilly.
ITALIAN
CLUB
(Left to Right): G. LaRuffa, A.
Cavalieri, A. Panico, A. Melone, B. Coll, B.
Laver, B. Mychrzik, C. Attilia. Second Row: P.
Waters, M. Cirtoli, H. Priese. A. Corrado, A.
Felcie, E. Calbrese. F. Mannella, S. Lee Third
Row: J. Rossi, K. Fletcher, L. Giantassio.
Manero, L. Mullerkey, J. Mangan, K. Krane, K
Fenocchiro, D. Delaney, T. O'Donnell, C. Borgia
J. Vuono, M. Ciaroochi, P. Quinteri
COUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN
(Left to Right): J. Lambert, E. Donahue. P
Feden (moderator), J. Colbeck, A. Kiefner, K. Stanton
40
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V GALLERY ASSOCIATES(Left to Right): C. DiLullo, D. Hoy. Second Row: M.
Valente, T. Duncavage, S. Witmer, E. Fenning.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON LITTLE SISTERS
First Row (left to right): L. Bisacky, B. O'Hara, K. Donnelly, M. Ford, E. McNamara, L. Morris. Second Row: M.
Kershaw, D. Nocito, S. Farley, P. Fynes. P. Stapleton, A. Desjardin.
HILLEL
First Row (left to right): J.
Miller, M. Weinberg, C.
Polin, W. Mailman. Second
Row: M. Brood, L. Reznik, V.
Strauss, M. Rabinowitz, B.
Cohen, N. Cohen, E. Reznik,
S. Feinstein, N. Silverman.
Third Row: L. Jaffe, A. Cara,
B. Winokur, C. Shanholtz.
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MARKETING ASSOCIATION
First Row (left to right): J. Steelman, L. Pinto, C. Guarino, J. Barr. Second flow:
F. Monzo, P. Daugherty, E. Gaddis, D. Fennel, D. Zartarian, J. Baum. Third Row:
K. Schapine, J. Camel, M. Walsh, T. Tofani, S. Princivalli, F. Pachucki, J. Ficchi,
F. Pracino. Fourth Row: T.J. Murphy, D. Pasquanella, J. Ansel, V. Maschetti, J.
Jacobsen. Fifth Row: R. Watson, R. Vizza, A. Stumbo, P. Sancewicz. Sixth Row:
G. Sutcliff, J. McShain, M. Enmolovich, D. Glawocki, J. Middleton, E. Ruiz.
Seventh Row: H. Jansuyck, S. Conner, K. Hartnett, T. Connelly, B. Riechardt, K.
Ledwith, D. Hullister. Eighth Row: T. Filer, M. Kugan, K. Duffy, J. Vendetti, L.
Busto, M. Matthews.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
First Row (left to right): K. Uhalie, M.J. Iandimarino, W. Baker.
Second Row: M. Winter, Q. Harris, F. Lynn, J. Lucchi.
STUDENT ECONOMICS
ASSOCIATION
First Row (left to right): G. Cedrone, A. Franks. Second Row:
Brother M. Ratkus (advisor), J. Mooney.
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
First Row (left to right): M. MacHeer, F. Giordini, S. Murphy, V. Dembroski.
KAPPA MU EPSILON
First Row (left to right):
J. Eiser, K. Heist, M. DeLowery, P.
Insall, C. Sabotich, T. Gander, A. Lento. Second Row:
M.A. Bohnerberger, P. Umberger, B. Waier, S. Shaw, P.
Cannon,
J.
Waldron. Third Row:
J. Marshall, G. Brenner,
L. White, C. Raudonis, M. Kiernan.
COMPUTER CLUB
First Row (left to right): D. Lamb, K. Heist. Second
Row: R. Hewson, T. Donnelly, T. Kowalczyk, E.
Volz, R. Hedrick,
J. Waldron, H. Dell, B. Waier.
OMICRON DELTA
EPSILON
First Row (left to right): R. Geruson,
f.
Mooney.
Second Row: T. McCray, J. Holston, L. White, J.
Phillips, M. McHugh, M. McHugh, Jr. D.
Sowerbutts.
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BLACK STUDENTS
OF LA SALLE
First Row (left to right): T. Davis, C
McWhite. Second How: B. Sledge, P
Goodwin, J. Johnson, K. Braxton,
EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
(Left to Right): T. Piecyk, Brother G. Vernot
(advisor), M. Hatala, M. Jelen, M. Lazzaro, J. Montoro, A.
Forgione, M. Monteiro.
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
(Left to Right): J. Dougherty, E.
Kapuschinski, C. Bradley, P.
Keohane, B. Compton, C. Eisele,
L. Zwolak, B. Laverty, M.
Hause, N. Fox, M. Naughton.
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GRIMOIRE
First Row (left to right): M. Fox, M. Mills. Second Row. V. Barishek,
J.
Clayback, T. Guiniven, M. Geisler.
First Row (left to right): L. Heinzel. D. Haugh, D. Marazzo, C. Fair, R. Carbonaro.
Second Row: Brother J. Burke (moderator), T. Weksel, P. Belli. Third Row: M.
Walz, R. Dougherty. R. Combatti, M. Happer. Fourth Row: J. Hentz, B. Ney, R.
Pauline. Fifth Row: D. Mackuse, C. Tractenberg, G. Dawson. Sixth Row: S.
Treitel,
J.
Davidson, M. Raffaele, M. Duggan.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
ASSOCIATION
First Row (left to right): B. Cohen, R. Hitchner.
M. Flecker, J. Novak, B. Richmond, A. Donnelly.
B. Price, F. Trucker. Second Row: Dr. P.
McGovern (advisor), M. Derosier, Joe O'Niell, F.
Romen,
J.
Kazmersk, B. Kaiser, A. Siraro, J.
Fagan, C. Gillespie. C. Leonard.
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RANGERS
First Row (left to right):
J.
Smith, J. Trego, R. Bernier, K.
McFadden. Second Row: R.
Appleby, T. Megrann, E.
Kolodziez, M. Murphy, J.
Thompson.
VETERANS CLUB
First Row (left to right):
J. Yate, J.
Jackson, D. Ward, D. McDuffy,
J.
Chambers. Second Row:
J. Diprimia, J.
Ricci, B. Mazzia, D. Raz. Third Row: Q.
Harris, M. Livingston, M. Coleman, P.
Horten. Fourth Row: R. Seaberg, P.
Tempson, P. Dunnwalha.
CAISSON CLUB
First Row (left to right): G. Grant, M.
Colavita, P. Simon, J. Malen, J. Trego.
Second Row: M. Salvatore,
J.
Weissinger, S. Polchek, C. Yurkanin.
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PRESIDENT'S GUARD
SPIRIT OF '76
First Row (left to right): C. Hearney, C. Yurkanin. Second Row: G.
Watkins. D. Walker.
First Row:
J.
Weissinger. Second Row: J. Smith, J. Dougherty, S. Polchek.
ORIENTEERING
CLUB
First Row (left to right): J.
Dougherty, E. Blasczyck, R.
Bernier, M. Colauita,
J. Jones.
W. Winslow. Second Row: R.
LoPresti, M. Salvatore, S.
Polchek, J. D'Ambro. Third
Row: J. Trego, K. McFadden.
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SPANISH CLUB
First Row (left to right): T. Pelsinichi. Second
Row: P. Russo, D. Gerace, M. Font, T.
DiFiori, E. Lopez. Third Row: D. Maquire, E.
Stanton, P. Lucchesi, B. Burstein, L,
Brownstein (moderator), R. Zaroni, P.
DiTrusso.
GERMAN CLUB
First Row (left to right): M. Lida, D. Seider. Second Row: A, Shuster, J.
Bille, M.
Grzesiak, M. Heck. Third Row: D. Neumann, G. Erhardt, M.
Conti, M. Gardyasz. Fourth
Row: C. Humenick, I. Maieron, P. Schueler, A. Rotinov.
FRENCH CLUB
(Left to Right): B. Gruber, C. Kelly, M. Farano, R
Mall (moderator), C. Tyree.
48
PHI ALPHA BETA
First Row (left to right): J. Kanoff, A. Vacca, M. Colavita, N. Mazzola, B. Anmuth, M. Bressler, E. Glass. Second How: B. McDonough,
J.
Singer, T. Verdi, J. Margiotti, G. Waterman, B. Kimmel, L. Reznik, Brother R. Hawley (moderator). Third Row: M. Steinberg, J.
Kelly. D. Abramowitz, M. Hogan, J. Parkins, B. Fellechner, T. Corkery.
Jv*->'
NEWTONIAN SOCIETY
First Row (left to right): R. Kranick, S. Greco. Second Row: F. Wood, B. Moser,
W. Gaughn, J. Chlebda, D. Crowley.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
First Row (left to right): I. Fialko, G. Mergiotti, J. Drajonescu,
R. Fields. Second Row: A. Cohen, R. Heidt, N. Mazzola. Third
Row: J. Fitzgerald, M. Menacker, B. Anmuth, R. Biester, M.
Wagner. Fourth Row: B. Fellchner, D. Levick, C. Shames. B.
Schultz. Fifth Row: L. Reznik, D. Levick, T. Lowery (advisor),
T. McGovern, 1. Mercoliano, R. McNamra.
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BEWARE OF QUANTUM DUCKS
QUARK! QUARK!
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John Knowles, author of A Separate Peace
William Mobraaten, President of the Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania
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Peter Boyle, actor, star of Young Frankenstein and Tai/gunner Joe
David Marston, United States Attorney, Eastern District of Pennsylvania
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Open House
The winter's first snow flurries made a
brief appearance on Open House Sunday in
November, but they discouraged none of
the thousands who came to eat, to meet,
and to ogle the campus.
Dozens of exhibits, lovingly and creative-
ly staffed by students and faculty members,
welcomed the many families and students
who attended, and vied for prizes. This
year, there was no central theme for the
Open House, and groups took full advan-
tage of the latitude they had been granted:
a Star Wars "Wookie" was seen wearing a
Beta Alpha visor and the Psychology Club
featured Doctor Sigmund Freud on call for
the afternoon. Truly, there was something
for everybody. (The Economics Club fea-
tured, among other things, a television
tuned to the afternoon's football game.)
Inside Olney Hall, which any veteran
Open House-goer will tell you is always the
FIRST stop on the agenda, was the greatest
collection of culinary delights ever pre-
pared for such an appreciative horde of
visitors. You could almost eat your way
from one end to the other, sampling French
fondue, Spanish gazpacho, Italian pastry
and a host of Jewish, Ukranian and other
ethnic dishes.
Not to be outdone by their international
counterparts, the Historical Society revered
an American phenomenon, the Speak-
easy, with poker and a few dancers who
actually knew the Charleston.
Over in Holroyd, the Chymian Society
used the Star Wars theme for their ever
popular magic show. Playing to a full
crowd, chemistry majors "poof'ed" and
"abracadabra'ed" until multicolored chem-
ical reactions dazzled the spectators and
the room filled with multicolored chemical
fog.
The Biology department was checking
blood pressure and blood types for their
visitors, and offering free plants for bud-
ding botanists.
While the Physics Department shed light
on the subject of lasers with a brief demon-
stration, students in classrooms all over
campus were sharing perspectives on their
majors with all who were attracted by their
displays. If there was one shame to the
afternoon, it's that there just wasn't enough
time to enjoy the whole campus properly.
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Late in the afternoon, though, the food
turned to crumbs, the visitors turned to
go, and the participants turned to the task
of cleaning up. Only one thing remained:
the judging.
Up in the ballroom that had earlier
heard the rebirth of the La Salle Band
with the wail of a saxophone, and had
later been treated to the sweet sounds of
the La Salle Singers, people gathered to
hear the verdict. They were nervous. Af-
ter all, there were only a limited number
of prizes to be announced, and anyone
could tell that the judging would have to
be close: there were just too many fan-
tastic displays.
Cathy Harper
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La Salle in Europe
"The first thing I did when I got to
Fribourg? I dropped my gear at my
apartment, divested myself of anything
that distinguished me as an American
tourist . . . camera, handbag, watch, maps
(handed out by well meaning advisors)
and train schedules ... I stuffed some
of the still foreign currency into the
pocket of my jeans and I began to walk
... off the campus and into the old city. I
stopped, bought a loaf of bread for a few
cents, and continued my sojourn. Turn-
ing left I came upon a rather steep hill.
Down I went . . . and at the bottom of
that incline I found Nirvana, the highest
level, heaven ... a bakery shop that sold
the best pastry in all Europe! For ten
months, amid snow, rain, mountains and
an occasional class, I got gloriously, ir-
revocably fat."
A lot of La Salle people over the years
have gotten fat in Fribourg. Not from the
pastry or the cheese or the beer but from
the mere aroma that surrounds studying,
living, being at one of the oldest univer-
sities in Europe . . . For the hearty and
courageous young person, a year in Eu-
rope is a personal watershed. Those who
go never come back the same person.
Values, beliefs and long held attitudes
are destroyed, resurrected, rebuilt, or at
least, re-evaluated.
Fortress Switzerland, long thought of
as isolated between perpetually snow
draped mountains, is really the St. Louis
of Europe for the daring student. A rail-
pass and a backpack are sufficient
wherewithal for a close encounter of the
most indescribable kind with all of the
"old world." Those who have gone know
well the inadequacy of words to convey
the experience. A book, perhaps ghost
written by J.R.R., might capture the
whole of it. But only volume one, of
course . .
.
John Hoiste
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LIFESTYLES
Our remembered college experience
will come, as time goes by, to have more
to do with the time we spent when we
weren't in class, than the times when we
were. Oh, sure, all of us will remember
the one professor who was the greatest
teacher we ever had — so good we
weren't even tempted to cut class. But
which of us will remember the economics
test we took one morning in December
more than dorm students will remember
three meals a day in the caf, or commu-
ters will remember trying to find a park-
ing space in a lot already filled to twice
its ideal capacity?
The truth is, that our college years are
four years of life that extend far beyond
fifteen hours a week in a desk designed
for right-handers in a classroom bound-
ed by four walls and expanded by what
goes on within the same four walls.
What we remember of La Salle College
will have a lot to do with our lifestyles
while we were there.
At La Salle, by far the largest number
of students are commuters, who live at
home with their families, hold part-time
jobs, and probably attended a high
school not too far away. Many of their
classmates came with them when they
matriculated. For some, this meant keep-
ing the same friends, just changing the
location of the cafeteria table. That
table, for some inexplicable reason, was
usually in the left-hand side of the cafe-
teria, the side without the windows.
It was a place to eat, surely, but more
than that, it was a place to spend the
time between "a fourth and a sixth" on a
Tuesday. It was a place to talk, to com-
miserate, to play cards, to set up a ride
home, to ask how somebody's weekend
went, to make plans for Friday night.
Unless you were in an activity, or
played a sport, the college day ended
with the last class, and you went out to
the parking lot to find somebody had
blocked you in maybe, or out to the
corner of 20th and Olney to wait for a
bus that would take you to the subway,
or home to the Great Northeast. (Did you
have exact change?)
When you weren't in the caf, you put
in some time in the Annex, or the Li-
brary, finding a comfortable area the first
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semester, and always ending up there
ever after, so your friends always knew
where to look. Some commuters made a
habit of congregating somewhere other
than the caf: the Music Room or the
Gameroom or the Ballroom. On nice
days, perhaps, you sat outside on the
Quad, or on the benches near the Col-
lege Union. We carve out spaces for
ourselves in this world.
The Dorm population, while numer-
ically smaller, seemed somehow to affect
the campus far out of proportion to its
numbers. Surely, your college memories
were even, sometimes, of the twenty-four
hour variety (like the time you pulled an
all-nighter in Albert's Study Lounge to
prepare for that Con Law final). There
was a certain solidarity to be found in
the dorm population, garnered no doubt,
in the shared experiences of "CHIX
CORDON BLEU" for dinner, and dorm
parties, and Thursday nights at the Hi-
deaway, or Garr's. Some of you made
weekly trips home with a laundry bag
slung over your backs, only to come
back with a miraculously clean set of
clothes, while others, bent on indepen-
dence, or perhaps too far away to take
advantage of home laundering, learned
the hard way that a new red shirt will
turn everything pink if it's not washed
separately.
You developed a little family away
from home that consisted of the people
on your floor, or a special friend, or
maybe just your roommate, so you never
ate dinner alone. These were the people
who understood and sympathized when
you blew the MCAT's, or the budding
romance, and these are the people who
tried to understand when you begged
them to turn down that stereo "before I
flunk out of here." These are the people
you played football with on Saturday
mornings, and watched the games with
on Monday night, and could always
share a Miller with.
If you never had brothers, you had
them now. If you never had sisters, you
had them now. And after you had be-
come accustomed to the cafeteria food,
and sharing the bathroom with 22 other
people, and living away from home, and
making up your own rules, you probably
decided you wouldn't have it any other
way.
A smaller group of students, usually
seniors, became apartment-dwellers, ei-
ther on-campus or off. For those who
had forsaken the dorms for this new
living arrangement, the initial reaction
was something akin to Daniel Boone's
discovering, at last, that he had elbow
room.
The second reaction was to discover,
with a start, that even if you had griped
about the cafeteria food, at least it was
always there if you went to the cafeteria.
Now, somebody had to make it. Or you
starved.
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And somebody had to shop. And take
out the trash. And clean the bathroom.
And replace lightbulbs. And buy the
beer for all the visitors from the dorms.
Domesticity had never seemed so com-
plicated before!
But the benefits were marvelous. Once
somebody in the apartment was fairly
proficient with a cookbook, or at least
adventurous, the meals inevitably tasted
better. Or did it just taste better because
after a long day, it was nice to sit down
in your own home, with your own room-
mates, at your own table? The walk to
school was longer.. But the psychological
distance was longer than that, and you
liked it even if you minded the walk
when it got cold.
An even tinier group moved into off-
campus houses, where many of their ex-
periences were similar to those of the
apartment-dwellers. The trick there was
balancing the interests and living habits
of five or six people instead of two or
three. And of course, there were also five
or six more friends.
Somewhere around four o'clock, the
campus suddenly becomes calm, quiet.
The commuters are on their way back
home, the dorm students have gone back
to the dorms and have not yet returned
for dinner, and there is a momentary lull
— and then, the campus bursts into ac-
tion once again with the arrival of the
evening division students.
Yours is a curious view of the college:
you seldom see it without the shadows
of the evening painting it in eerie blue
hues, but what you add to it is truly
amazing. Many evening division students
put in a full day on the job, and another
full day of classes at night. This infusion
of energy just when the campus seems
ready to settle down for the evening is
like the "second wind" of an athlete —
invigorating, and so necessary.
Cathy Harper
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Return to Glory on the Schuylkill
A DAD VAIL CHAMPIONSHIP
To compete in the Dad Vail Division
of intercollegiate rowing, a college must
have a "small budget" in terms of dol-
lars, but La Salle qualifies as a Dad Vail
competitor if the following personal cri-
teria are applied:
A)A school is not a Dad Vail School
if it buys new $5,000 racing shells
every year. La Salle's last new
boat was purchased in 1966.
B) A school is not a Dad Vail School
if its entire rowing team is on
scholarship. La Salle has three
scholarships — to fill an eight man
boat — which are halved and dis-
tributed to seniors who have been
with the program for three years.
A $5,000-plus racing shell is an ex-
tremely large investment for a small-
budget rowing school. (Such schools as
Notre Dame, Minnesota, Purdue, Nebr-
aska, etc., are also Dad Vail schools). So,
it was hoped that when the athletic de-
partment purchased a new fiberglass rac-
ing shell (a "SCHOENBROD" in oarsman
dialet) in the spring of '76 that the ex-
penditure would be worthwhile. It was.
It was also hoped that when the school
purchased a new fiberglass racing shell
in the spring of '76 that it would be
delivered before March of '77. It was not.
Training for the rowing team begins in
September and ends in mid-May. This
eight months of work is directed toward
one purpose only — the "Vails", which is
the small-budget rowing equivalent of
the NCAA championships. All preceding
races provide only racing experience
plus a bit more work for the team. In
retrospect, it is nice but not essential to
win every dual meet.
During the 1977 Dad Vail Regatta, La
Salle was not even considered a dark
horse for the championship. Favored
were the perennial powers: Coast Guard,
Ithaca College, Williams College. In fact,
one oarsman from a losing Florida In-
stitute of Technology boat later com-
mented, "We didn't even know who you
were until you won." But under the tutor-
ing of second year coach Jim Kiernan,
the La Salle Varsity and Junior Varsity
lightweight eights had prepared well for
their events.
The Varsity had performed adequately
in their heats, rowing only well enough
to qualify for the finals. Their third place
finishes in each heat did little to fore-
shadow what was to come. But finding
themselves in fourth place with less than
half of the final race to go, the team
began rowing at a high stroke and, final-
ly, to "sprint" the last quarter mile. (Ru-
mor has it that the team finished the race
at 44 strokes per minute). Thus they
powered the varsity shell past the three
perennial powers to edge out Coast
Guard by a half second.
The J.V. race was pleasing in its own
right. Facing the first competition of
their class all season, the Junior Varsity
cruised along in their heat a full six
strokes per minute under the other boats.
At the halfway point of the race, the
commentator reported to the grandstand
that La Salle was "also in the race." But
the J.V. came on to win the heat handily
with a sprint. The winning form at the
lower strike was evidence that hard
practices had developed strength and
power in the team.
The next day, the J.V. Lightweight
eight rowed to a third place finish in
their event in the Dad Vail Regatta. An
outstanding feat in its own right, the win
for the J.V. boat was particularly impres-
sive for one reason: the majority of the
oarsmen were freshmen who had never
seen an oar before coming to La Salle.
Mickey Wagner
t i * i * * *
Morris Blanks Hofstra
FIRST NO-HITTER
IN LA SALLE HISTORY
Fred Morris started to play the game
of baseball at the very tender age of
eight. He was a pitcher when he began
playing and he's been whiffing opposing
batters ever since. The biggest thrill of
his thirteen-year career, and of the re-
cently ended baseball season for La
Salle, was the Explorer's first game with
an LSC hurler throwing a no-hitter, and
Morris was the one who threw it.
When Fred had that no-hitter last
spring, he did it in style. He struck out
fourteen and walked four. He faced only
thirty batters, just three more than the
minimum.
There was something in the air on
April 9th that foretold an unforeseen
event occurring. (After all in thirty-one
years of baseball here at La Salle, a no-
hitter has never been thrown by a per-
son in a blue and gold uniform).
Even the fact that Morris took the
mound as early as April said something
about his character. He had pitched in
an exhibition game against Atlantic City
Community College earlier in the year
and after that short stint on the rubber,
his arm was very delicate. Fred found
out then that he had developed tendo-
nitis in his left elbow. He went to several
doctors who told him not to pitch at all
until the weather got considerably
warmer.
Morris was slated to start against Saint
Joe's but he threw one pitch in warm-ups
and he was done. His elbow was really
hurting. Sometime later when the warm
weather was finally on the horizon,
"Fredo" gave it another try. He applied
ice to his elbow before and after each
time he threw. Finally, his arm was
sound he was ready to pitch, as Hofstra
soon found out.
After the first few innings, Morris was
cruising along and his teammates were
scoring runs by the bushelful. At the end
of four innings with the score 15-0, La
Salle, Morris was not only in control of
himself and his pitches, but he was tak-
ing control of the entire game. He was
throwing every one of his pitches over
the plate for strikes and his velocity was
something of a marvel.
Fred was only supposed to pitch five
innings, but when the New Yorkers
didn't have a hit, he asked his coach to
leave him in until he gave up one. If the
left-handed hurler had to stop pitching
only after surrendering a safety, he
might still be pitching today.
In every no-hitter, there comes a time
when a pitcher is bailed out by one of
his fielders. With two outs in the seventh
inning, a Hofstra batter hit a hard groun-
der into the gap, and it appeared that the
dream had ended — it was going through
the infield for a base hit. But wait! Short-
stop Mike Rucci lunged to his left,
scrambled to his feet, and came up
firing. He threw the runner out by two
full steps. The crowd roared. They knew.
Morris would settle down and finish
painting his masterpiece.
After a relatively easy eighth inning
Morris walked out for the ninth. By now
everyone, including the Hofstra fans
was cheering Fred on. The first batter .
.
strikes out . . . the second batter .
strikes out . . . the last batter ... if Morris
gets this man out, he will have pitched
his first collegiate no-hitter.
The count worked up to 1-2. Morris'
pitch, a slider, was headed toward the
outside corner of the plate and the Hof-
stra batter came up empty. The first no-
hitter in La Salle's history. The team, the
fans, everyone rushed to meet the star of
the season.
For a young man who couldn't even
throw the ball a month before, it was
quite a comeback.
Mark DiRugeris
Durrett Returns To Big Five
JOINS WESTHEAD'S COACHING STAFF
He was a magical player, capable of
i electrifying crowds, teammates, and op-
ponents alike. He overpowered defend-
ers inside and shot feathery jump shots
over them outside. He blocked shots, re-
bounded tenaciously, turned layups into
poetry, and was a dominant player, the
likes of which will appear only once in a
great while.
Now, six years, several surgical scars,
and a few broken dreams later, 'Doo-ret'
has returned home to La Salle as an
assistant coach under Paul Westhead.
It's nice to have you back, Kenny.
Ken Durrett, a gold chip high school
player at Pittsburgh's Schenley High
School, had a college career most players
can only dream about.
As a sophomore during the 1968-69
season, the 6'7" Durrett forwarded the
nucleus of one of the most exciting
teams — college or pro — ever to lace up
sneakers. The Explorers finished 23-1
that year, losing only to South Carolina
by three points and steamrolling over
everyone else.
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With Larry Cannon, Roland Taylor,
Bernie Williams, and Stan Wlodarczyk
surrounding Durrett, the Explorers un-
leashed a fast break so devastating, so
exhilirating, that some people believe it
has never been equaled in the annals of
college basketball.
That 68-69 team was ranked second in
the nation behind a Lew Alcinder-led
UCLA powerhouse, but was ineligible
for NCAA post season play due to a two
year probation levied against La Salle by
the NCAA the previous year for irregu-
larities under the former coaching re-
gime.
As a senior in 1970-71, Durrett, who
ranks as the second leading all time La
Salle scorer (1679 points) behind Tom
Gola, had a spectacular season, high-
lighted by a 45 point explosion against a
Jim McDaniels-led Western Kentucky
team in the Palestra. The 45 points still
stand as the Palestra single game scoring
record by a Big Five player.
A knee injury late in the '70-71 season,
an omen of greater trouble to come, cur-
tailed Ken's mobility and hampered his
play as the Explorers lost to Georgia
Tech in the NIT.
And so ended the first chapter of Ken
Durrett's La Salle experience. He was the
fourth player chosen in the 1971 NBA
draft and packed his bags for Cincinatti,
to play for Bob Cousy's Royals.
Alas, Lady Luck stopped smiling on
Ken for a while. Several knee operations
early in his NBA career initially extra-
cted some of the magic from his game
and then, when he had finally regained
his lustre, he discovered himself laboring
for a coaching staff which had all but
written him off and he never could re-
ceive another honest chance to demon-
strate his skills in the NBA. After three
and a half years with the Royals, he tried
one brief stint with the '76ers but ended
the professional chapter of his playing
career in 1975, leaving forever unans-
wered the question of what might have
been.
The NBA's loss, however, proved to be
La Salle's gain once again, for in the
summer of 1977 Ken joined Paul West-
head's staff and has once more become a
part of the heart and soul of La Salle
basketball.
Ken's value to the team is manifaceted.
He, of course, is a link to some great La
Salle teams of yesteryear and thus a very
important contact with La Salle alumni.
He has been assigned to the arduous task
of recruiting high school talent this year
and his initial inroads have been very
successful. His knowledge of the game
and his ability to see trends unfolding in
a game also make him an invaluable
lieutenant at Westhead's side on the
beanch.
But certainly Ken's greatest asset is his
ability to relate with the players on the
squad. He has the rare talent of being
able to kid around, to be one of the guys,
while at all times maintaining the re-
spect of the players.
The La Salle players have deep feel-
ings for Ken Durrett, and of course it is a
two way street. The feelings extend
beyond the marathon pinochle games
and other diversions Ken shares with
them. There is a strong bond that exists
between "Ret" as the players call him,
and the team. They know he has been
there before, both as a superstar and as a
player struggling for playing time and
recognition, and he knows what it is like
on both sides of the street.
Ken doesn't attempt to mask the occa-
sional twinge he feels to leap off the
bench and onto the court to once again
soar above the rim and create basketball
artistry. In fact, during La Salle's Big
Five clash with Penn this year, Ken's first
Big Five game as a coach, there was a
particularly tense moment in the game
when Ken looked up at the clock and
then out at the floor, and said to himself,
"Damn! Why doesn't Coach Westhead
put me into the game?"
A quick look at the suit he was wear-
ing gave him his answer, but that one
slip tells you all you need to know about
Ken Durrett the competitor, Ken Durrett
the man, and finally, Ken Durrett the
coach.
Welcome back, Kenny, and thanks
once again for the memories.
Larry Eldridge
Women Athletes Get The Ball Rolling
PROGRAM HAS NEW DIRECTOR
Getting the women's sports program
moving has been a long, slow process
at LaSalle College, but the ball is roll-
ing now. The groundwork for the pro-
gram was laid by the late Mary
O'Connor, the first coordinator of
women's athletics for the College.
When she died of leukemia last
spring, "Mom" was mourned by ath-
letes and administrators alike.
She wore many hats in her post:
coach, coordinator, counselor, con-
ciliator, friend. The women's program
stands as a monument to her efforts
and dreams for LaSalle's women ath-
letes even now, although she is gone.
Field Hockey Coach Kathy Wear
was tapped last fall to be the next
coordinator of the women's program.
She sees the goal of women's athletics
at LaSalle as "becoming competitive
with other schools in the Philadelphia
area." And how far have we come?
"Well, we want to be a strong com-
petitor, if not the leader among Big
Five schools, and we're almost there,"
she says, "We'll be there in a short
time."
Put money on it - that's a sure bet.
The difference, Coach Wear says, is
not that LaSalle is suddenly attracting
a new caliber of athletes — although
there are many new exciting faces in
the program. The difference is an atti-
tude.
The women are practicing hard and
playing hard - LaSalle will have a
competitive program because that's
what the athletes want.
"Look at Judy Hentz," says Coach
Wear, of the Field Hockey team's only
senior and Captain. Judy has played
varsity field hockey at LaSalle since
she came here four years ago. She was
not a scholarship athlete.
"You're not going to find a better
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hockey player anywhere," says Coach
Wear, and points out that Judy's sea-
sons here have improved along with
the general improvement in the team
over the years.
The difference? An attitude. When
athletes are playing on squads that
really want to win, really want to be
competitive every time they suit up,
they all play better.
"There are still few scholarship ath-
letes; many (of the women athletes)
are still your regular students (like
Judy) who come out to play," says
Mrs. Wear. It's a situation she likes.
She tries to sell LaSalle's academic
program to the athletes she's recruit-
ing. "You have to have something to
sell in your diploma," she tells them,
"Because there are no professional
athletics for women."
Mrs. Wear's task is to keep the cali-
ber of the athletes up to competitive
levels, while not losing the women
who are good students as well as good
athletes.
If the change in the women's pro-
gram so far is any indication, it can be
done.
"We've just become competitors —
and that's the difference."
Cathy Harper
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Opposite Page — Top: Women's Athletic
Coordinator Kathy Wear. Bottom; The late Mary
O'Connor.
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What It Means To Be The Best
LaSalle community until quite recently,
the field hockey team has progressed
from eleven players who learned the
basics in six quick lessons on the playing
field at LSC to scholarship athletes who
have been playing hockey since grammar
school and come to LSC because of its
hockey program.
Perhaps the best indicator of the
growth of LaSalle's program is the selec-
tion this year of four LaSalle players as
Philadelphia area all-star representatives
to the National Field Hockey Association
Tournament in Denver, Colorado. Soph-
omores Diane Moyer, Mary Mullin and
Joyce Lindinger and freshman Laura
Frieze traveled out west to play on the
Philadelphia team in the regional
tourney.
LaSalle could have chosen to try out
as a team on the chance of being se-
lected one of three college squads from
the region to be sent. But rather than risk
everything in an all-or-nothing venture,
Coach Kathy Wear decided to let her
players stand on their individual merits
FOUR GRAB ALL STAR STATUS and try out singly against older, more
experienced club team players and other
individually-competing college women.
As a result, LaSalle nabbed three of only
five spots held by college players on the
second team.
"They (the selection committee) were
very impressed with the whole team,"
Mary explained, "but we understood that
to try out as a team would reduce our
chances of qualifying a great deal. It
takes years to become established at the
tryouts."
In a few short years, LaSalle's hockey
program has gone from a tiny core group
of enthusiastic but largely unskilled
women to a varsity and JV squad ca-
pable of producing players that not only
hold their own on the national level, but
(Left to Right): Diane Moyer, Mary Mullin, Joyce Overheard at LaSalle's first women's can score with the best of 'em. Laura
Lindinger, Laura Frieze, field hockey game on Thursday, Novem- Frieze scored three of the total six goals
ber 4, 1971 (according to the next week's put in by the Philly second team in the
Collegian): tourney and Mary Mullin had a goal and
"What's going on?" two assists for the third team. Joyce
"I don't know exactly. They kind of Lindinger and goalie Diane Moyer were
run around and whack that little ball outstanding defensively, as Coach Wear
with their sticks. The ones in the white heard her players praised by even op-
T-shirts and denim cut-offs are from La- posing coaches at the tourney.
Salle and the ones in yellow sweaters So if, as according to the October 20,
and frumpy brown skirts are from Chest- 1971 Collegian, the "typical reaction of
nut Hill." LaSalle students, girls and guys alike,
"It figures nuns like frumpy brown started out as Girls' field hockey? A real
skirts." girls' intercollegiate team? At LaSalle?
Now, no one is saying that the average You're kidding!" then it has been the
student at LaSalle in 1978 knows any players themselves who have forced rec-
more about field hockey than did these ognition and acceptance. And there's no
two curious onlookers seven years ago, better way to get recognized than to go
but it's no longer because of any lack of out and be what Diane, Joyce, Mary and
organization, skill or polish on the team's Laura are — the best.
78 part. Unknown to a good part of the Pou/a Krebs
Relay Dominates the ECCs
A WINNING COMBINATION
(Left to Right): Rob Ehinger. Tom McKeon, Dan Lavery, Lee Cummins.
When the late Jack Lumsden put to-
gether his 400 yard freestyle relay back
in 1976, little did he realize that he had
created a relay that would dominate La
Salle's opponents for three years.
But the relay of Tom McKeon, Lee
Cummins, Rob Ehinger, and Dan Lavery
has done just that. It has lost only one
dual meet race in three years, captured
three consecutive ECC titles, and has
broken school, pool and conference
records.
McKeon, an unheralded high school
distance swimmer, was the "main man"
of the relay. After winning The Most
Improved Swimmer Award his freshman
year, he clearly has been the most out-
standing swimmer in the conference. He
holds the La Salle, Kirk Pool, East Coast
Conference and Championship records
in the 100 and 200 yard freestyle, 200
yard individual medley, and has an-
chored the 400 and 800 freestyle relays.
McKeon, who was recently voted Most
Outstanding Swimmer of the ECC Cham-
pionship Meet for the second con-
secutive year, has three 100 and 200 yard
freestyle titles, two 200 IM titles, and the
relay titles to his credit. He also is the
1977 Eastern Seaboard 100 free cham-
pion.
Joining McKeon is fellow senior Lee
Cummins. Cummins has been one of the
best sprint freestylers in the conference.
He has placed second and third in the 50
yard freestyle, and second and third in
the 100 free.
Co-captain Rob Ehinger is the third
member of the relay. His events are the
100 and 200 yard freestyle. He con-
sistently has placed in the top six 200
free swimmers and the top twelve 100
yard freestylers in his four year career at
La Salle.
Rounding out the relay is Dan Lavery,
the only non-senior of the foursome. He
is two time ECC 50 yard freestyle cham-
pion and holds the school and pool
records in that event. Lavery also has
placed in the top six 100 yard free
sprinters. A versatile swimmer, he also is
one of the top backstrokers in the con-
ference, placing 10th in the 1977 and
1978 Championship meets.
Each one of these swimmers has ex-
celled in their individual events, but to-
gether they form one of the greatest
relays in La Salle swimming's 31 year
history.
Mike McGirney
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1977 marked the return of La Salle's winningest
soccer coach. Bill "Wilkie" Wilkinson, the leader
who brought up La Salle from the cellar of the East
Coast Conference, came back after a one year
hiatus. He saw a solid team in front of him and
looked for a fine season, which is exactly what he
got. Their final record was 9-5-1. The Explorers
started so slowly it seemed that they would be
lucky to break .500. That was regrettable because
LSC had so many fine players it was just hard to
conceive an even slate for team as talented as this
one.
Their record stood at 3-5-1 with Textile and
NCAA Division III power Haverford still left on
the schedule. The Explorers beat Textile 2-1, and
they also handed the Dragons from Haverford their
first loss of the season.
The performances by some of the Explorers did
not go unnoticed. Jim Coleman and Vince Kelly
were both named to the All ECC first-team, while
fullback Warren Beidemen was an honorable men-
tion selection. Senior goalie Frank Betsch had a
fine year despite breaking two fingers on his left
hand playing against Penn. He came back after a
few games and posted a 87.8 percentage of saves
during the year.
Goalie Dennis Sheehan also had a good cam-
paign from La Salle. Tom Byrne led the Explorers
in goal production with six, John Kelly had five.
Coleman led La Salle in total scoring with four
goals and eight assists for twelve scoring points.
Mark DiRugeris
Opposite Page - Bottom: Tom Byrne. This Page - Upper Left: Jim Coleman. Lower Left:
Vince Kelly.
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Below: Jeff Wunder
First Row (left to right): Jeff Wunder, Bob Matthews, Paul Simon, Jim Coleman, Vince Kelly, Joel Viechnicki, Tom Connors. Second
Bow: Bill Wilkinson (coach), Greg Fitzgerald, Tom Byrne, John Kelly, Warren Beidemen, Ray Geraldi, John McCarthy. John Kodluck.
Orest Fedak, Geri Hannigan, Jeff Reisly (assistant coach). Third Row: Erick Engerth. Ed Dodds. John Hunt, Rico Piva. Frank Betsch,
Tom Weitzel, Al Salazar, Mike Garfield, Paul McDermott, Dennis Pone, Paul Spinosa, John Walsh, Dennis Sheehan, John Balck.
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First Row (left to right): Maureen Kramer, Kathy Laighie, Margie Beatty, Sue Sykes. Debbie Delaney, Ellen McCairns,
Marge Kreibel (coach). Second Row: Lorainne Beatty, Joanne Thorn, Sue Lowery, Judy Jinca, Roseanne Nolan, Chris
Andreas, Joe Novak.
Last year, the women's volleyball
team wasn't given any space in the
yearbook. To put it mildly, they were
a bit perturbed.
But, hey, you guys! Look here!
Here's an article about the volleyball
team, with pictures yet! We remem-
bered you this year!
But, about the team. This year, they
improved on the record of the pre-
vious year (9-8), winning 10, and los-
ing 5; peaking late in the season for a
come-from-behind win over Kean Col-
lege, a volleyball powerhouse, whose
spikers had dismembered the Explor-
ers a year earlier. Not bad for a team
composed entirely of "youngsters" (no
seniors, that is).
Indeed the youth of the team,
coupled with the strength of its per-
formance this year, makes the outlook
for Marge Kriebel's charges very
bright. So bright, in fact, that we are
reserving them space in the 1979 year-
book.
Paul Kelly
Volleyball
Far left: Joanne Thorn.
Lorainne Beatty.
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This Page - Above: Mary Mullin. Right: Diane Moyer.
Opposite Page - Top Left: Judy Hentz. Bottom Left: Ann
D'Innocenzo. Right: Joyce Lindinger.
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Age and maturity are two very differ-
ent things. In this, her second year
coaching La Salle's field hockey squad,
Kathy Wear's recruiting paid off. The
Explorers fielded a starting team that
included seven freshman, eager to prove
themselves. But the skills and all-around
hockey maturity shown by the women
on this year's field hockey team belied
their average age (somewhere around
nineteen). As in any such situation, it
was tough for the older players to adjust
to so many new sticks in the lineup, but
the squad eventually blended, and pro-
duced a season unlike any expected of
such a young team (11-5-1).
Obviously a catalyst is needed to ef-
fect such a change from high school stars
to college team players. That catalyst
was Kathy Wear. Through her low-pres-
sure, highly motivational style of coaching,
Coach Wear inspired each player under
her to work to her maximum potential.
With a method of coaching that empha-
sizes each individual playing to her full-
est in a spirit of cooperation and team
strength, Coach Wear molded, by the
season's end, not just fine hockey players
but a winning team.
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First Row (left to right): Donna Eisenhardt, Regina Ruoti, Pat Ryan, Judy Hentz, Lori Plank, Pat Waters, Ann Marie Zardus, Sheila
mith, Helen Ignus. Second Row: Clare McArdle, Dolly Murray, Ann D'Innocenzo. Pat Hopkins, Mary Mullin, Liz Heinzel, Dianne
Vitigliano, Laura Frieze, Liz McCabe. Third Row: Diane Moyer, Kathy Wear (coach), Joanne Weber, Joyce Lindinger, Anne Marie
Manning, Terry Kane, Ann Serberlech, Beth Gurber, Cindy Ambruoso, Jeanne Kern, Ellie Lambert (assistant coach), Peggy Wilsbach,
Paula Krebs, Donna Olsen.
Women's
Tennis
First Row (left to right): Liesel Hud, Karen Finocchiaro, Sharon Berman, Barbara Buck. Liz Omrod, Tricia O'Hara, Eileen
Voltz, Becki Ney.
The record of the women's tennis
team in the fall of '77 was not good.
They finished 3 and 6, because of un-
foreseen difficulties.
But there is more to athletics than
just winning and losing. Indeed, there
are times when one must talk about
things like character, dedication,
sportsmanship. And next year.
It was a rebuilding year. La Salle
had young talent, and the schedule
was rugged. Some of their opponents
give athletic grants to tennis players;
under the best of circumstances, to
compete effectively is difficult.
La Salle's tennis players can be ap-
tly described as victims of circum-
stance, in that they are gypsies, with
no home court, forced by the contin-
uing financial difficulties of the col-
lege to travel even to practice.
But some things have to be borne:
it's a sure bet that Rita Rohfling^and
her squad will rise above the ob-
stacles in their path.
Next year.
Paul Kelly
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Men's Track and Cross Country
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First Row (left to right): Jim Burke, Gary Vanderhoof, Mike Burke, Vince Touey, Jim Hyatt, Mark Pilsbury, John Barr. Second Row: Ira
Davis (coach), Stu Lit, Len Garza, Len Spearing, John Kuhar, Dave Katz, Mike Franchetti, Mario Tobia, Tom Franchetti, Eric Beam, Tom
Callahan, Mike Costello.
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Below: John Kuhar receives handoff from Mike Burke. Boltom Left:
Tom Franchetti.
It's raining on the tartan turf of Frank-
lin Field, leaving puddles the size of
small Great Lakes on the track. Mike
Franchetti loosens his muscles against
the cold assault. He looks up at the rain,
then at the lanes he will soon be called
to run. He bends over and tightens the
laces of his addidas, his fingers and shoe-
strings stained blue by soaked sneakers.
A voice within him tells him to go home,
to get out of the rain and forget this
foolish running. But deeper still within
him, something prods him on. He looks
again at the cold steel sky reflected on
the track. He knows he will run well
today. He is determined to.
Track, more than any other "team"
sport, is an individual endeavor. One
man's laurels rest entirely with himself.
He must want to work, to punish himself
to be good, to torture himself to be great,
to kill himself to win. It is the determina-
tion, not the position, he must gain.
La Salle has such athletes, Coach Ira
Davis boasts. They push themselves to
and past their potentials. And later, even
after they have forgotten what they won
their medals for, they will remember
why. It is a classic confrontation — man
against nature, against the rain, against
the very weakness of his own body.
Dan Po/senberg
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Men's Basketball
The 1977-78 La Salle Explorers made
up of four seniors, one junior, six soph-
omores, and three freshmen provided Big
5 and Philadelphia college basketball
fans with one of the most exciting sea-
sons in recent memory. Their record of
15-11 was somewhat of a dis-
appointment, but the Explorers' fast
break offense, which was run flawlessly
by point guard Darryl Gladden, gave the
crowds constant thrilling moments
throughout the entire year.
La Salle, operating for the eighth year
under coach Paul Westhead, opened the
season with two impressive wins over
Widener and Bucknell, before succumb-
ing to the University of Rhode Island at
the Palestra.
With a 2-1 log, the Explorers then trav-
eled to North Carolina to participate in
the First Union Invitational and defeated
host East Carolina in double overtime
96-95. La Salle lost the championship tilt
with North Carolina (Charlotte), who
finished in the final four teams in the
NCAA tournament the previous year, 68-
67. The NCC loss was the first of four
90

straight losses the Explorers suffered.
Penn, Louisville, and Ohio State tacked
losses to La Salle's seasonal mark.
The coming of a new year helped the
Explorers tremendously. For the first
three weeks of January, La Salle was
unbeaten. They beat Western Kentucky,
Niagara, Hofstra, Drexel, Duquesne (the
first time the Explorers beat the Dukes in
Pittsburgh in over ten years), and finally,
West Chester State College.
In the following two games against
national powers, Syracuse and Duke, the
Explorers extended their opponents to
the limits before dropping both games,
96-86 and 91-81 respectively. In these
two contests, however, the La Salle
"transition" game received national ac-
claim, and thereafter the Explorers were
the most exciting squad to watch in the
city.
LSC went south for a game with the
Bobcats of Biscayne and they returned
victoriously 89-84. The Explorers then
evened their Big 5 record at 1-1 as they
pummeled the Temple Owls by a 82-75
count.
Notre Dame was next on the list. De-
spite an incredible 39 point performance
by La Salle super-soph Michael Brooks,
the Explorers were saddled with their
Right: Reggie Miller.
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First Row (left to right): Tony Plakis, Greg Webster, Darryl Gladden, Joe Mihalich, Kevin Lyman, Tony DiLeo, Kurt Kanaskie. Second
Row: Ken Durrett (ass't coach), Michael Brooks, Stan Williams, Reggie Miller, Jim Wolkiewicz, Greg Metzinger. Mark Spain, Mo
Connolly, Paul Westhead (coach).
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94 Above: Stan Williams.
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eighth loss of the campaign. The final
score was 95-90.
The Olneyites moved into Big 5 con-
tention with a hard-fought, come — from
— behind win over Saint Joe's 82-74.
Brooks excelled again scoring a game —
high 31 points. The Eagles from Ameri-
can U. visited the Palestra and Kurt Ka-
naskie, a sophomore guard, fired a 30-
foot jumpshot at the buzzer to shoot
down the birds, 64-62.
Buffalo was the next stop for La Salle.
The Explorers came home with an unex-
pected loss at the hands of the Golden
Griffins, 78-77.
The Hatters from Stetson became La
Salle's next victim as the Explorers beat
the visitors from Florida, 77-72.
Villanova then crushed the Explorers'
Big 5 title hopes as they defeated LSC,
82-79.
La Salle ended their regular season
with a loss to Saint Bonaventure (108-95),
and an easy victory over Vermont (100-
67).
Although the record of the team was
not as gaudy as was hoped, La Salle
returns with four starters and renewed
hopes for brighter seasons to come lie
ahead on the horizon.
Mark DiRugeris
(Editors note: In post season play, the
Explorers defeated St. Joe's, Delaware,
and Temple to win the ECC crown and
advance to the NCAA Eastern Region-
al.) Above: Michael Brooks. Right: Darryl Gladden.
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Women's Basketball
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the
winter sports schedule turned out to be
the women's basketball team. Coach
Angie Scarengelli's Explorers started as
many as four freshmen at a time this
season on a team that was dominated by
underclassmen.
Senior guard Maria Gross, plagued by
injuries throughout the season, will be
the only member of the 1977-78 squad to
leave. Season-long scoring and rebound-
ing leader Cindy Romanelli had a tre-
mendous season, always topping the
scoring columns.
Sophomore Romanelli and the fresh-
men recruited by Coach Scarengelli
proved more than adequate to get the
job done. Laura Frieze and Joan Barry at
guard were a welcome replacement for
the all-star frontcourt of 1976. Maureen
"Moe" Kramer's rebounding gave some
much-needed strength under the boards.
No one expected anything of the
young squad at the season's start, but the
Explorers showed great potential, with
upset victories over Edinboro and La-
fayette, and were even unexpectedly in-
vited to post season play.
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Above-First Row (left to right): Donna Olsen,
Joan Barry, Maria Gross, Mary Farrell, Maureen
Keenan, Claire McArdle, Karen Pushaw. Second
Row: Angie Scarangelli (coach), Lou Mascari
(ass't coach), Cindy Rominelli, Maureen Kramer,
Kathy Laigie, Vicki Oleski, Donna Eisenhart,
Diane Greway, Joe O'Donnell (ass't. athletic
director), Reverend Raymond Halligan
(chaplain). Left: Maureen Kramer. Below: Vicki
Oleski.
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Ice Hockey
Once upon a time (about 4 years ago), there
was an ice hockey team. They tried and tried,
but no matter how hard they tried, they couldn't
play worth a tinker's damn.
They were trampled right and left because
they weren't a team. A few of them could only
be described as buffoons whose shortages of
class (and talent) were obvious both on and off
the ice. But there were other, younger players
who wanted to play, and play well. But the few,
the brawlers, they made the team a joke. But no
one was laughing.
The young players persisted. They endured
the defeats and embarassments and enjoyed the
victories. And as they matured, the victories
came more often, and the embarrassments
ceased.
As the years passed, the team grew stronger.
The team became one; and new players, seeing
that the squad had talent and drive aplenty, got
better and better, until finally, the team was
successful.
Finally the young players grew "old" and
graduated. Most now wear rings inscribed with
the numerals "1978"; some with "1977." But one
who had seen what they had done and the
obstacles they had overcome set it down on
paper, so that it would not be forgotten.
Paul Kelly
Men's Swimming
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The close of the 1977-78 La Salle
swimming season saw the Explorers
finish with a 7-3 record and a third place
finish to Bucknell and Drexel in the ECC
Championship Meet.
Although the Explorers captured nine
of the possible 18 individual titles, a lack
of depth hurt the squad's title chances.
Tom McKeon, Most Outstanding
Swimmer for the second consecutive
season, led the Explorer's litany of in-
dividual championships with his third
consecutive 100 and 200 yard freestyle
titles, his second consecutive 200 IM
title, his third consecutive 400 free relay
gold medal, and his second 800 free relay
title. McKeon broke his own records in
these events and qualified for NCAA
championships in California with his ex-
cellent 45.6 performance in the 100 free.
Senior Ron Murphy became the first
diver in La Salle swimming history to
capture both the ECC one and three me-
ter diving titles. It was Murphy's third
three meter title and his first one meter
title.
Seniors Rob Ehinger and Lee Cum-
mins closed their college careers with
their performances in the 400 and 800
yard freestyle relays.
Junior Dan Lavery captured his second
consecutive 50 free title, while junior
transfer Michael Gallagher won the 200
yard butterfly championship.
Juniors Dennis Wallrath, Bob Mullin,
and Phil Horn all contributed to the Ex-
plorer cause. Sophomores Edwin Borja,
Tony Ehinger, and Paul Riebold all con-
tributed to the Explorer's 30th winning
season out of 31 years.
But perhaps the most promising thing
about this year's squad was the ability of
the freshman to score in the champion-
ship meet. Mickey MacDonald, Mike
Flooks, and Eugene Joyce all form a
young nucleus along with promising dis-
tance freestyler Bill Madden, who was
unfortunately lost for the championship
meet due to a freak mid-season shoulder
injury.
Although the squad has lost valuable
swimmers in McKeon, Cummins and
Ehinger and a champion diver in Mur-
phy, the prospects look good for contin-
ued success.
Mike McGirney
Opposite Page-right: Mickey MacDonald. This page-clockwise from
left: Michael Gallagher: ECC Champion 400 yard freestyle relay;
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"We put on a good show!" enthused
junior Jill Smith of La Salle's women's
swimming team. The remark may very
well characterize the team's season. A
tiny squad, the women nevertheless
make up one of the most spirited and
dedicated teams at La Salle.
Though they swam a limited amount
of meets this year, the nine swimmers
and two divers amassed an even 4-4
record for the season and did extremely
well on an individual basis.
Lone senior Kathy Duffy led the squad
with an excellent individual season and
qualified for the ECC championships in
the 50 yard butterfly.
Jill Smith also qualified for the ECC's
in the 50 yard breaststroke. She and Duf-
fy teamed up with sophomore recruit
Mary Mull in and freshman Liz McCabe
in the medley relay at ECC's in addition
to their individual events.
The women's swimming team's en-
thusiasm and daily rigorous workouts
may not have been enough for any team
championships, but the women got more
from their season than trophies and
praise. They enjoyed themselves. And,
after all, what is important?
Women's Swimming
Upper Right: Liz McCabe.
Above: Barb Chimmel and
Kathy Duffy. Right: Mary
Mullin.
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Softball
The problem with spring sports is that they take
place after final deadlines for the yearbook. Con-
sequently, everything is set back a year (or more).
That is why the article below deals with the '77
softball team. When this piece was written, the '78
season still lay in the future.
So although this may be a bit dated, here goes . .
.
Softball begins in the month of March, and ends
late in April. During the season, the team plays eight
games, all of them on the road, since LaSalle has no
field for them.
March and April are very chilly months. Indeed,
my most vivid memory of the '77 season is one of
extreme discomfort, arising from a combination of
high winds and low temperatures.
Damn, it was cold!
But the weather didn't affect the team. They finish-
ed 5-3, just missed their league playoffs, and appeared
on KYW-TV's Newswatch 5:30 program. Not bad, eh?
What did the Class of '78 contribute? Well, Darlene
Preziosi knocked in three runs and finished with a
.208 batting average. And Karen Pushaw? She walked
once, scored once, and posted a batting average of
.000.
They won, they lost, and they had a hell of a good
time doing both.
Paul Kelly
First Row (left to right): Renee Connelly, Diane Moyer, Peggy Wilsbach, Regina Ruotti. Darlene Preziosi, Karen Pushaw. Second
Row: Melanie Matthews, Judy Haegle, Mary Fitzgerald, Barbara Moser, Mary Beth Sullivan, Jane McFarlane. Third Row: Nora
Kramer, Joanne Pendergast, Joyce Lindinger, Maryann Stefany, Kathy Laigie, Julie Trego. Rick Pohlig (coach).
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Baseball
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For the twenty-second time in the twenty-nine
year history of baseball here at LaSalle, the Explor-
ers finished with a record of .500 or better. This
year's campaign ended with a 14-13 log. A good
starting pitcher in Fred Morris and exceptional
team hitting provided most of the excitement for
the fans who watched the team that finished 3rd in
the East Coast Conference of the NCAA.
The year started out with a 1977 springtime
journey to the sun and fun of Florida. Despite a
shoulder injury to shortstop Rich Greenfield, they
ended their "Sunshine State" trip with a record of
5-5. Other highlights were the sweep of Hofstra and
American Universities in ECC competition, the win
at Glassboro and the individual performances of
many of the Explorers.
Several players had fine years. Bruce Reiprich
led the squad in almost all batting records. He hit
.418, which placed him 4th in the ECC and 21st in
the country. Bruce also led the team in doubles and
runs batted in with 35, which was 7th in the
nation. Reiprich's 41 hit tally was one short of the
LSC record of 42 set in 1975 by Joe Stampone.
Other fine performances came from centerfielder
Pete DeAngelis, who sported a .333 average, and
John Rankin, who swung at a .313 clip. Coach Gene
McDonnell also had two good pitchers, aside from
Morris, in Tom Filer (6-2) and Joe Stallings (2-0,
1.99 ERA).
Mark DiRugeris
Opposite Page: Rich Greenfield. This Page-Ciockwise from Below:
Bruce Reiprich is congratulated by Mike Morrin after a game
winning homer; John Rankin; Mike Morrin; Larry Busto.
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Rowing is truly a team sport. Other
"team sports" such as football or bas-
ketball of course, do rely on how well
a squad works together, but often vic-
tory can be snatched by individuals
on one team outplaying the individ-
uals on the other team in a series of
man to man actions. In such a situ-
ation, an outstanding player can make
or break a team. Not so in rowing. A
crew ("crew team" is redundant, for
the uninitiated) can consist of eight of
the strongest, best-conditioned people
there are, but if they do not function
as one strong, well-conditioned per-
son, the team will go nowhere. One
outstanding individual can not win a
2000 meter race himself; in fact, he
can hurt the boat rather than help it.
Throwing the boat's timing off just a
little can mean lost seconds. And in a
very close race, even half a second is
a very long time.
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Back in the '20's, the days of the
infamous Black Sox scandal, there
was an attempt to start a professional
rowing league. This idea was dis-
carded quickly because it was too
easy to fix a race. All one had to do
was bribe one of the eight men in a
boat. This man would take one bad
stroke out of 250 and the bookies were
happy (or maybe take all good strokes
but foil the quest for "swing," where-
by all eight row as one. A boat with
"swing" is a beautiful thing to watch).
1976-1977 was a very swinging sea-
son for the LaSalle rowing team. Be-
ginning practice in Mid-September
and ending as national champions on
May 16, the small (18 oarsmen, 3 cox-
wain) crew overcame both injury —
one member was lost for the entire
season with a back injury, and two
more should have been out but man-
aged to return — and the coldest win-
ter in recent history to mark LaSalle's
first Dad Vail victory in 25 years.
In the first (and only) fall race, the
team captured three second place
finishes in as many attempts in the
aptly titled "Frostbite Regatta." Many
team members were forced to row
two races within 40 minutes for differ-
ent events in this competition; and
rowing two races in 40 minutes ranks
with genocide on the all time list of
life's simple pleasures. But the Frost-
bite was only fun and games, since it
was only a 1500 meter race. When the
season actually began, the varsity
went untouched through its first four
races. Then came a disappointing Kerr
Cup performance against Drexel and
Ithaca, two teams which later ate La-
Salle puddles in the Dad Vails, and a
dual meet for the City Championship
with St. Joseph's heavyweights (since
there was not enough lightweight
competition to suit coach Kiernan).
Then, finally, the Vails. There, besides
the Varsity's impressive win in their
50-odd boat event, the Junior Varsity
lightweights surprised everybody, in-
cluding probably themselves, by
finishing third in their event. Many
schools have no J.V. lightweight team,
so LaSalle's boat had no idea how
good it was until it won its heat and
placed third in the final. They missed
second by, what? One-half second?
La Salle's varsity lightweights were
fortunate enough in this season to
have eight excellent oarsmen in one
boat. It takes unbelievable time and
energy to develop the conditioning
and swing to win a Dad Vail Cham-
pionship; and Black Sox scandal or
not, no amount of money could have
persuaded any one of the winning
eight to slack off for one stroke.
Speaking as one of the team, gold is
much more attractive than paper mon-
ey anyway.
Mickey Wagner
Upper left on opposite page: The Varsity Lightweights, Dad Vail Champs
pull away from the victory stand; Upper Right: Members of the Varsity
Lightweights receive the Braxton Cup; Above: Coxwain Joe Blickley
congratulates strokeman Fritz Sutter after Dad Vail final.
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THOSE WHO DO . .
.
"Teaching is a kind of addiction - when
you're not teaching, you're unsettled," Dr.
Roland Holroyd used to tell his colleagues. The
metaphor is apt, says Dr. John Penny of LSC's
Biology Department. "Teaching's a constant,
consuming demand," he says, and adds, "to
fulfill a full time teaching assignment well, a
professor must make a full time commitment."
LaSalle is blessed with a faculty that boasts
several fine scholars as well as many exemplary
teachers.
Sometimes, however, students are guilty of
forgetting that a professor is more than a person
who wields a mean red pencil at mark time.
When the students grab their coats and take off
when the bell rings, where does the professor
go? All professors spend time marking papers,
preparing lectures and guiding their students in
research or projects, but they have an existence
outside of these duties that may enrich the
students' experience 'though it seldom invades
the classroom.
The faculty members interviewed below are
not necessarily the Superstars of the LSC
faculty. In truth, identifying all of the
Superstars would add fifty expensive pages to
this yearbook! They are, rather, representative
of the faculty of the College: a faculty that
includes many diverse and wonderful people —
with many interests and far-reaching concerns.
The Cornell Knight
Dr. Edward Domineske is an at-
torney who's found that he's more at
home studying and teaching law than
practicing it. The profession's loss is
LaSalle College's gain. In addition to
teaching 50 to 100 students a semester
in business law courses, Dr. Domi-
neske also serves as the pre-law advis-
or for the College.
"Basically, that involves trying to
get students into law school," says Dr.
Domineske, "And trying to prepare
them — to the extent that it can be
done — for the shock of transition
from college to law school."
Dr. Domineske says he tries to help
students interested in law fashion an
academic program that will give them
a good opportunity to get into law
school, and which will serve as a good
background for the career they want.
And what about the ones who get
admitted? "Well, I tell them to take
the course they thought required the
most work here and multiply that by
three to understand what law school
is like," he says.
"A law degree is so versatile," he
points out with real enthusiasm.
"There are lawyers in the insurance
companies, in banks, in government
Dr. Domineske got his law degree at
Cornell. It was there he also became
involved in another subject that
arouses his enthusiasm: horseback rid-
ing. The professor and his wife, Alice,
try to ride one night each week near
their Willingboro, New Jersey home.
"I also took up fencing at Cornell,"
the professor confesses with a grin.
"My father wondered if I were going
to be a knight."
Roundtables aside, it's not the Holy
Grail that beckons Dr. Domineske
from afar — it's the Poconos, and the
family cabin.
"It's nice, very quiet up there. No
television, no radio, and the phone
only rings if it's important," he says
wistfully in his College Hall office.
The Domineskes head for the cabin
Friday afternoons whenever it's pos-
sible.
They are five, including: Anne who
graduated from LaSalle last year, and
Sean and Chris who are currently en-
rolled at the College.
The Olney Globetrotter
If there is an Olney Globetrotter,
then it must be Brother Geffrey Kelly,
a man who has not only been all over
the world to give lectures, but who
can often be found at home running
around the track in McCarthy sta-
dium. With a certain modesty, Brother
Geffrey points out that the LaSalle
faculty boasts many dedicated run-
ners, and that's true. But it's equally
true that the faculty only boasts one
internationally recognized Dietrich
Bonhoeffer scholar; one, perhaps, of
top five in the world.
Brother's research has taken him as
far as the West Coast in one direction,
and Geneva, Switzerland in the other.
The though of Bonhoeffer is only one
of the theological areas the Religion
professor is interested in, but his re-
search into the life and theology of
that Lutheran minister has gained him
world-wide reputation.
Bonhoeffer was hanged by the
Nazi's during World War II, and
Brother Geffrey says the theologian's
letters from prison before his martyr-
dom have become a modern spiritual
classic.
"What he's saying is that the
strength of a person's faith is deter-
mined by his willingness to die for his
convictions; that Christians are called
to a discipleship that includes being
involved in human rights issues; and
that the essence of Christian life is
freedom and responsibility as well as
the usual devotion to God through
prayer," explains Brother Geffrey.
A look at Brother's college career is
perhaps all one needs to see that he's
not only a good teacher (he won a
Lindback Award in 1977), but a good
student, too: he was the first student
in the history of LaSalle College to
graduate with a perfect 4.0 average
(not bad). Next year, he'll take a sab-
batical leave at the Religious Ex-
perience Research Unit at Oxford,
England, to continue his studies, and
to finish a book about faith and reli-
gious experiences that he's been work-
ing on.
When classes are through for the
day, Brother Geffrey goes to his room
and does yoga. He likes to meditate on
the Gospels, the presence of God, ver-
ses from the psalms "and a kind of
Jesus mantra that I have." The medita-
tion makes the daily yoga exercises a
prayerful experience, he days, and
then, smiling, "and it's perfect condi-
tioning for running."
.£ ^ ^1
If all of the Brother's research and
books sound discouragingly like a life-
long case of the end-of-the semester
blues, it's worth pointing out that he
doesn't see the work that way: he
loves it.
If you ask him what he'd do with a
day off, he looks puzzled for a sec-
ond. "I can't imagine a day when I
wouldn't have something to write. I'm
a compulsive writer, and I love to
write."
Paul R. Brazina, CPA
"Click." The briefcase shuts
smoothly, and Mr. Brazina, your ac-
counting teacher, strides out of Col-
lege Hall and back to being "Paul R.
Brazina, C.P.A."
"People work for me (in my ac-
counting practice). That's the one way
I'm able to divide my time," he says
candidly.
Mr. Brazina says he likes teaching
because it lets him interact with stu-
dents.
"In accounting, the work can be
very solitary — it's all between you
and the figures. You can spend days
without interacting with anybody, but
in teaching, it's all interaction."
Mr. Brazina thinks he's got the best
of both worlds; he loves teaching and
he loves accounting.
"I love accounting, especially public
accounting, because you get to see all
different kinds of businesses and or-
ganizations."
He is also very sure that his ac-
counting practice is a help and not a
hindrance to his other profession.
"Oh, without a doubt. It's probably
the most valuable reference article
that I have. In public accounting, you
just have to stay current."
"Students come back and say to me,
'I remembered that story you told us
once — ' It supplements the education."
But the accountant is not saying that
every teacher should also maintain a
practice: "There are two types of
teachers, and both are important to
the College. There's the academician
who researches and publishes, and
they're important, and I also feel that
people with practical experience can
offer a lot, too."
After class sometimes, Mr. Brazina
heads for the College Union for a
meeting of the College Student Affairs
Committee. He calls the experience "a
learning process."
"The main reason to have a college
is for the students," he points out mat-
ter-of-factly. "I'm not saying that stu-
dents should run the College, but the
Administration should be totally
geared to the students."
Mr. Brazina spends his free time at
home with his wife, Shelly, and their
two-year-old daughter, Abby.
"I consider being a father very im-
portant. It's a very serious responsi-
bility, and a lot of my time is spent
taking her places to broaden her ex-
periences."
Man with the green thumbs
When Dr. John Penny leaves Hol-
royd Hall after a long day of teaching
in the field of biology, he takes him-
self home to Bucks County and fields
of a more earthy sort. Dr. Penny and
his wife, Winifred, farm a portion of
their eighteen acre Warrington Town-
ship farm with orchards and a vege-
table garden. Dr. Penny calls farming
"a joy."
"It's one of the most civilized pur-
suits of man," he says smiling, (men-
tally savoring some of those home-
grown vegetables?).
The couple has five children: the
oldest is a lawyer, and the youngest a
student at LaSalle.
Proving that his heart is never far
from the green and leafy things that
occupy many of his La Salle hours,
Dr. Penny also spends two afternoons
a week at the Barnes' Foundation ar-
boretum in Merion, Pa. In the sum-
mertime, he acts as a bot-
anical/ecological consultant for a con-
sortium of power companies in the
South. Laws require that the power
companies have environmental impact
studies done, so Dr. Penny has found
himself in the Deep South states of
Florida and Mississippi during the
hottest months of the year.
His studies of waterways are some-
times conducted closer to home,
'though, in LaSalle's own biostation
on the Wissahickon Creek in Whit-
pain Township, Montgomery County.
The biostation is used to give LaSalle
students field experience, and to keep
a watchful eye on the creek as well.
In the past, Dr. Penny has even ven-
tured into the political waters of his
native township, acting as the vice-
president of a citizen's group that lob-
bied very hard to get a comprehensive
land use plan for the township
adopted. Like many suburban Phil-
delphia communities, Warrington
faces problems in dealing with the
City's outward sprawl that threatens
to eat up valuable farmland.
Dr. Penny has done some research
projects jointly with a colleague from
the University of Delaware, but, he
says, his teaching commitments give
him little time to tackle all of the
projects he's interested in.
"I have a dozen projects I'd like to
get to, but at a liberal arts college, it's
hard to arrange for sabbaticals, and it
takes real heroism to carry on re-
search and at the same time to be
honest about a teaching commitment,"
he points out.
Dr. Penny is not regretful when he
says that — simply matter-of-fact. But
he seems a touch wistful when he
says, "So, you see, I have no free
time."
Teacher — Friend
Most students who do not know
him well and hear him in a formal
class lecture regard him as personable,
well-prepared and thoroughly serious.
Most students who do not know him
well and hear him in an informal, out-
of-class situation regard him as ec-
THOSE WHO DO . .
.
centric, bizarre and thoroughly
strange: an encounter of the third
kind.
Which is the real Dr. Joseph Burke?
Well, both are — and aren't. Br. Burke
of the Psychology Department is un-
doubtedly one of the most popular
teachers on campus, highly regarded
for his command of the material and
for his friendliness. He has studied
under the finest pscyhologists, in-
cluding Victor Frankl. At the same
time, he has a way of putting students
at ease and developing a rapport with
a class.
"I suppose I could say I'm a hype-
nated person," he says, "I know it may
sound inconsistent, but I want to be
perceived first as a professional — one
who takes time to prepare classes,
knows his field, who talks to students.
That's one half of the hyphen. The
other half is the interpersonal half —
La Salle is a place where I make
friends, not just acquaintances. Of
course, not every student who passes
through my classes becomes my
friend, but many do."
"So, I like to strike a balance be-
tween the serious and the casual.
Sometimes, I'm misinterpreted. I'll
say, sweetly and smiling, 'Get that pa-
per in. Soon.' And I mean it. And
usually, they get it in. So, I want to be
playful, but not so much that people
say, 'Don't take him seriously.'
"
Without a doubt, in his spectacular
degree of campus commitment and
broad range of outside interests, Joe
Burke has made the difference clear to
the campus-at-large. He will become
the department chairman in June and
has been the advisor to the Psy-
chology Department's honor society,
Psi Chi, for the past several years. He
also sits on the Health Professions
Committee, which recommends pre-
med candidates and is on the Board of
Directors of the Building Blocks Day
Care Center.
One of Br. Burke's most satisfying
activities is his work as faculty advis-
or to the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity.
"It's a group of students I don't have
to play teacher with, a group of young
people who are beginning to under-
stand what brotherhood really
means," he says.
He has also managed to develop a
high degree of skill in hypnosis and
has become interested in the psy-
chology of magic. He sometimes uses
hypnosis in his counseling. "The hyp-
nosis and magic interest blossomed,"
he explained, "Because I'm fascinated
with getting people to perceive what's
not there."
He lives in a house in Mount Airy
with three other LSC faculty members
(Br. Jack Dondero, Br. Gerry Moly-
neaux and Br. Gerry Vernot). "I do the
cooking, the cleaning and the shop-
ping for the four of us," he says, "I
like to say I'm raising my three
brothers. But the fact is that I'm an
amateur cook and fledgling pianist."
From teaching to hypnosis to magic
to committee work to fraternity advis-
ing to cooking to music to you-name-
it, Br. Joseph Burke seems to have
struck a "balance." All in all a thor-
oughly balanced — if refreshingly nut-
ty on occasion — individual.
Women of Commitment
Dr. Barbara Millard of the English
department is a woman of com-
mitment.
Five years ago, she banged on doors,
buzzed telephones, and became a gen-
eral nuisance until she found (along
with Dr. Caryn Musil of the English
department) a place for the building
blocks Day Care Center — which is
now thriving with more than 30 regu-
lar children.
Three years ago, she joined the im-
portant Academic Affairs Committee
and has been working hard and long
on a students' rights proposal and oth-
er college business ever since. She has
been secretary of the Faculty Senate, a
member of the Faculty Development
Committee ("We're trying to get facul-
ty back to taking classes — there's no
better way to remain young."), hype-
ractively involved in English depart-
ment affairs, and a member of a com-
munity choral group.
She has also managed to teach dur-
ing her short six years at La Salle —
and teach quite well, introducing a
film course in Shakespeare into the
curriculum and instructing student
teachers in the education program.
And if that weren't enough, she is
a mother of two and a gourmet cook.
But Barbara Millard is not a casual
"joiner," one who believes in feverish,
superficial participation.
"I believe in total commitment, I
believe in involvement," she says
firmly. "I believe we're on this earth
to live to our capacities, to do as much
as we can do; if that sounds like an
old Puritan, I guess I am. But I believe
in the work ethic, that teaching can't
stop merely when you've grading pa-
pers.
"It is possible to be a good wife and
mother and a professional. Maybe
that's why I'm so committed — I be-
lieved I had to prove something. It's
hard for a woman to be a professional
without being one of the boys — and I
don't want to cross that line. I'm tre-
mendously impressed with the level of
excellence of my women colleagues at
the College — and they have to be
excellent. The biggest obstacle for my
generation has been not overt prej-
udice, but the psychology that tells
you you're doing something you
shouldn't do — a sense of guilt as a
mother, a sense of unbearable pres-
sure as a teacher — and even a little
paranoia."
At home, she is invariably "on the
range." "I love to cook, especially Ital-
ian and French dishes," she says. "I
pride myself as a good cook and I
enjoy cooking for my friends and fam-
iiy"
Without a doubt, Dr. Barbara Mil-
lard is the kind of role model for
women that she seeks to attract to La
Salle. "The one thing that's most im-
portant to me," she confides, "is dedi-
cation. That's at the core of my con-
victions — you can separate the un-
commonly dedicated from the non-
dedicated. With the truly dedicated
person, there are no hours, no limits,
no questions."
"Whatever is worth doing is worth
doing well," Barbara Millard believes.
And she believes in doing a great deal.
More than talent
"Oh, I don't call myself an artist,"
says LSC's James Lang softly, "Picasso
was an artist — I always feel that I'm
working toward that."
Mr. Lang prefers the designation
"printmaker," and he has had exhibits
of his prints as close as the College
Union and the Art Gallery, and as far
away as Japan, where he spent eight
years painting, printing and teaching
before coming to LaSalle.
Japan holds a special fascination for
him: his wife Monica, or Takako, and
their three children were all born
there. "My family is all from Japan: I
went as one, I like to say, and we
came back as five."
He dreams of going back to Japan
some day ("maybe at an older age"),
to live. He likes the Japanese because
"Just about everything they do is artis-
tic — I feel I sort of fit into that
situation."
He likes to spend his free time in
his basement studio at home, working
on prints for upcoming exhibitions.
This past winter, he was working on a
set of lithographs that had as a theme
"derelicts." "I like things used and
kind of abandoned," he said, thought-
fully, "Including people — they've
been there, and maybe they didn't
quite make it, but they're still people."
The series includes an abandoned tug-
boat and a "derelict pick-up truck."
A native Philadelphian, Mr. Lang
has found inspiration for his work in
both Philadelphia and Tokyo. But he
is not a man to rely on inspiration:
"I'm not a believer in 'talent'," he says,
somewhat enigmatically, and then
tells a story about Picasso as a boy
wanting his father, an art teacher, to
show him how to draw a bird. His
father refused, telling him to go out,
catch the bird, ("and kill it unfortu-
nately"), and study it until he knew
what a bird was.
A person who wants to be an artist,
either visually or verbally, the print-
maker says, must have motivation.
This is what he tells his students:
"The instructor prefers clear thinking,
good ideas and hard work, rather than
'GREAT TALENT.' "
He's a man who practices what he
teaches.
Batter Up
It doesn't take a Sherlock Holmes to
discover that Dr. John P. Rossi, history
department Chairman, is in the right
field.
"Ever since I looked up the Battle of
Waterloo in "The Book of Knowledge"
in 1947 I've been fascinated with his-
tory," he recalls off-handedly.
If that kind of photographic recall
of apparent trivia startles you, it
shouldn't with Jack Rossi. He is a
walking annotated baseball encyclo-
pedia and knows every bit of Holmes-
iana minutiae. But actually, Dr. Rossi's
affiliation with history goes back
even before his Waterloo with the
Book of Knowledge. History, he con-
cedes, is in his blood.
Dr. Rossi discovered Sherlock
Holmes in high school and used to
cross examine friends on Holmes'
trivia in college during afternoons.
The setting for Conan Doyle's famous
detective stories is London in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century —
and that soon became Dr. Rossi's con-
suing interest.
"If I could choose one time and
place to be alive," he muses, "it would
be late Victorian England — if I were
in the upper middle class. It was a
vital time in which life was still val-
ued as precious, when technology was
developing many of our modern-day
conveniences, when England was
viewed at near the pinnacle of its
power — when London was truly the
center of the world."
When he returns to the twentieth
century, Jack Rossi likes to watch
baseball games. In person. Lots of
them. He's seen 700 games, most of
them in box seats, in the past 30 years,
and is a regular season-ticket holder at
the Vet. "My wife says it brings out
the little boy in me," he says with a
chuckle.
He does not flinch when asked his
favorite all-time player: Joe DiMaggio
("I always tried to be #5 in my games
and to develop a stance like his.");
favorite coach: Gene Mauch ("He rev-
olutionized the game and he was dar-
ing and gutsy."); Favorite Phillie: Rich-
ie Ashburn ("What a student of the
game!").
"I know baseball like I know no
other sport," Jack Rossi says proudly.
"My expertise in it is equivalent to my
expertise in my field. Baseball is the
most traditional sport, a conservative
sport. The basic nature of the game
hasn't changed in 60 years — and it's
more statistical than most sports. I
have a mind of facts and details."
As proof of his powers, he recalls a
student who questioned him on a date
in American history and marvelled at
Dr. Rossi's precise memory. "I said I
just had a mind for statistics, even
with baseball," he relates, "And then
somebody shouted, 'Oh yeah, who
was the 1958 NL batting champ and
name his average.' Well, it was easy.
Richie Ashburn, of course. 338."
Pressed to provide more evidence, he
summarily reeled off the champs and
averages from 1945 to the present, si-
lencing the doubters.
He sets as his goal when teaching
"to leave the student with an appreci-
ation for my subject." "I don't try to
make the material extremely
profound, but I want my students to
want to stay in touch with history. I
try to be clear and organized, if not
too deep."
Such a realistic, down-to-earth, in-
cisive approach rather characterizes
Jack Rossi himself — for he says that if
there is one thing for which he would
like to be known, it is "as a man of
good common sense." "I'm not a big
risk-taker, but I hope I'm a man of
sound judgement. Heaven knows, the
world needs a lot of it."
Cathy Harper and John Hodden
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Brother F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., President
Thirty-three years ago, 16-year-old Harry James Ellis had a
brush with history. An office boy at the Baltimore Sun, young
Ellis received a phone call from newspaper giant and giant-
killer, the caustic H.L. Mencken. The newspaperman wanted
some detail from library files connected with his research.
Jim Ellis quickly located the information and Mencken,
whose sharp pen often cut down U.S. presidents when they
made a miscue, uncharacteristically called a Sun editor the
following day with nothing but kind words for a diligent
young office boy who had helped him in his work.
Harry James Ellis, since metamorphosed into F. Patrick
Ellis, F.S.C. has been helping people in their work and lives
ever since and has moved from a boy in the office to a
president himself — LaSalle College's 26th president. For
better or worse, there are no campus Menckens to bedevil
him, but Brother Ellis regardless has had more than a brush
with LaSalle's history; for the past year and at least four
more, he has done and will do much of the painting himself.
"The major challenge we as a College face in the near
future," says Brother Patrick, "is to achieve growth while still
enhancing our sense of purpose and identity." It is typical of
his idealism, yet hard-nosed realism, that Brother Patrick
would temper his desire for healthy growth with an over-
riding concern for quality, his confidence in the College and
himself with an ever-present awareness of the limits to
growth. He realizes that in a time of tight budgets and
declining birth rates, the head of a private Catholic college
must not only be an internal president, concerned with
academic and student affairs of the College, he must also be
an external president, mindful that a positive public image
and financial support are necessary for survival.
"You can have all the purpose in the world," he explains,
"but if you're bankrupt, you're no good to anybody. The
problem is to keep a sense of purpose and meaning for
LaSalle as a religious institution and at the same time, be
diverse enough and experiment enough to be financially
sound."
As Director of Development for eight years, Honors Pro-
gram Director for five years, and a full professor in the
English Department for almost two decades, Brother Patrick
has experienced the diversity of collegiate life. He knows
both the financial and academic sides. His sense of his role as
the Grand Coordinator of the College resembles the duty
catalogue of a former Harvard University President: "A presi-
dent is leader, educator, wielder of power, pump; he is also
officeholder, caretaker, inheritor, consensus-speaker, per-
suader, bottleneck. But he is mostly a mediator."
"My job," says Patrick Ellis, "is to provide a climate of
stability and encouragement so that the faculty and students
of this college can fulfill themselves. We in the adminis-
tration relate. We relate to government, foundations, corpo-
rations. My personal challenge is to keep a sense of unity and
not let our goals become fragmented."
President Ellis is fully aware that, as Jimmy Carter sets the
tone for his administration, so does Patrick Ellis for LaSalle.
His is a carpe diem style; he plans carefully and acts rather
than waits passively for opportunity to knock. Bullish on
LaSalle, he has already taken the College by the horns in the
past year: a satellite campus in the Northeast, a new look for
the main campus, talk of more property purchases near
LaSalle to accomodate overflowing dorms, new recruiting
drives, the increased activity of the Urban Studies Center,
and many departmental initiatives. Many of the programs
and projects were in the planning stage before he took over,
but it is more than the programs and projects themselves. The
mood at LaSalle has changed from a sense of foreboding to
renewed confidence.
With less than two years behind him, it is, of course, too
early to pronounce final judgment on the presidency of
Patrick Ellis. But it may at least be said that the portrait of
the President — with his breath-defying facility with lan-
guage, his quick and springy humor, his unflagging assurance,
and his inexhaustible energy — has helped shape a new
portrait for the college.
Yet, while he insists it is "a most rewarding occupation," he
also concedes the hard decisions and constant pressure make
the top job lonely and hard. Woodrow Wilson, a scholar and
man of vision like Brother Ellis and one who knew the office
both from the university and government standpoint, perhaps
put the executive's curious plight best:
"No one who has not had the responsibility can really
understand what it is like to be President, not even his
closest friends or members of his immediate family.
There is no end to the chain of responsibility that binds
him, and he is never allowed to forget that he is presi-
dent."
During Wilson's Democratic campaign the year before, one
vituperative individual criticized him as a closet scholar, "a
college president who must be waiting for the first vacancy in
the Trinity." The critic was H.L. Mencken. Wilson will have
to wait. Patrick Ellis has reservations.
John Rodden
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Vice-President of Public Affairs
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Raymond P. Heath, Dean of Students
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Sister M. Therese Liddy, S.S.]. Associate Campus Minister
Martin J. Leahy, Assistant Campus Minister
Father James W. McGrane, O.S.A., Director of Campus Ministry
John S. Grady, Director of Honors Program
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Raymond Ricci, Registrar
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Christie Lawrence, Director of Continuing Education for Women Brother Thomas Warner, F.S.C., Director of the Library
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James McDonald, Director of Alumni
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Harry A. McManus, Administrative Assistant to the Deans John P. Travers, Director of Security
[oseph F. O'Donnell. Assistant Athletic Director
Kathleen Wear, Coordinator of Women's Athletics
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Clockwise from Above: Thomas S.
Straub, Chemistry; Raymond Ksiazek,
Biology; Norbert Belzer, Biology;
Walter
J. Boyko, Chemistry


Clockwise from Below: )oan Faye Pritchard, Psychology; Brother
Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Psychology; |ohn Alexander Smith,
Psychology; Samuel ). Wiley, Mathematics; )ohn O'Neill, Mathematics;
Stephen Longo and Bertram Strieb, Physics; Joseph D. Kovatch,
Psychology.
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Clockwise from above: Joseph P. Cairo, Economics
Joseph P. Mooney, Economics; John A. Duffy,
Economics; Casimir Ciesla, Economics
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Clockwise from left: Charles V. Kelly, English; Marilyn Lambert, Education; Gary
Clabaugh, Education; Brother Gerard Molyneaux, F.S.C., English.
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Clockwise from left: Minna F. Weinstein. History; John P. Rossi.
History; Rita S. Mall, Languages; Robert E. Klein, Military-
Science.
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Clockwise from above: Bernhardt G. Blumenthal,
Languages; Paul R. Doran, English; Michael R.
Dillon, Political Science; Michael J. Kerlin,
Philosophy, Brother William J. Martin, F.S.C.,
Religion; Robert J. Courtney, Political Science;
Domenico A. DiMarco, Languages.
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Clockwise from Below: Brother Edward Davis, F.S.C., Religion;
Reverend
Raymond F. Halligan, O.P., Religion; Brother Geffrey B. Kelly,
F.S.C.,
Religion; Van S. Bird. Sociology.
Clockwise from Below: Michael A. DeAngelis, Accounting;
Paul R. Brazina, Accounting; Joseph G. Markmann,
Accounting; Finn Hornum, Sociology.
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Clockwise from right: Joseph R. Troxell, Quantitative Analysis; Charles
A.J. Halpin, Jr., Personnel and Labor Relations; John F. Reardon,
Accounting; Bernard F. Goldner, Management.
Clockwise from beiow: Thomas F. Monahan, Finance;
Melvin F. Woods, Finance; George P. Swoyer,
Marketing; Edward ). Domineske, Law.
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Well, here we are, Class of 1978,
teetering on the very edge of the Real
World, as our College Years threaten
to slip away before we're quite ready
to let them go. How did it all happen
so fast? Yesterday, we were all togeth-
er for the first time in the College
Union Ballroom listening to ori-
entation speeches, and tomorrow,
we'll be together for the last time in
Convention Hall for Commencement
speeches.
When did we discover that "H-115"
was in Holroyd and not Hayman Hall
and start snickering at those who
didn't know? When did we learn that
those who buy their books at odd
hours (like dinnertime) didn't have to
put up with endless lines every semes-
ter? Come to think of it, when did we
discover where the bookstore was?
When did we go from not knowing
anybody to recognizing the faces in
our new classes? When did we put
aside worrying about the results of
yesterday's exam in favor of worrying
about tomorrow's possibilities? What
came between seeing our College
Years as so many possibilities and re-
membering them as so many ex-
periences?
At one point between then and now,
we chose a major, or maybe at several
points, we changed majors, but either
way, we have arrived at Com-
mencement with a Liberal Education
and then some — some of whatever it
was that captured our interests and
came, later, to command much of our
academic time. We did computations
and lab reports and termpapers and
practicums, and guess what? We came
to find that we really knew something
about what we were studying. Every
now and then, a book would be more
than something that had to be read by
Wednesday at fifth period, a comput-
ation more than an assignment to be
finished before the mid-term, and an
experiment more than following
three pages of directions in a lab man-
ual. And there, in that brief flash of
inspiration, we'd have a chance to
grasp what it was we were doing in
College.
So, we eventually got to the point
where we'd remember where we were
supposed to be on Tuesdays at sec-
ond, and we could do it without the
matriculation card. Long after the
mental picture of the places has
faded, we will still see clearly the
professors and students who popu-
lated the campus while we were a
part of it: some we will have brought
with us as friends, others, only as fond
memories. The people who mattered
to us then will be the matter of our
memories.
When we were freshmen, we were
given a full day's program of pre-
college counseling to acquaint us with
College, but by the time the Septem-
ber of our senior year had arrived, it
was already post-college that occupied
our thoughts.
For some of us, that meant thoughts
of marriage and weddings. For all of
us, there were a variety of tests to
determine where we'd be spending the
year after graduation. Some were
computerized horrors from Princeton:
law boards, graduate record exams,
medical school aptitude tests. Some
were nerve-wracking interviews with
potential employers. Some were stiff
applications for national fellowship
competitions. (And here it should be
noted that the Class of 1978 produced
LaSalle's first Marshall Fellowship
winner in William Burns.)
While we watched last year's gradu-
ates warily for a preview of what was
to come, we sought a place for ou-
selves in what we called the Real
World, and we were torn between
dread and eagerness as it came closer
to fulfillment.
But looking back, now, as we pre-
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pare to leave, we catch ourselves feel-
ing wistful — having paid our bills,
bought our books, finished our assign-
ments and returned our late books to
the library for the last time, we know
we will miss it all, and each other,
and for a second, we might wish it
were once again the first time.
We regret leaving what was, in
many ways, a very pleasant life, and
we regret leaving those people we met
here who made it that way. We have
learned a lot in our four years, and the
diploma we are handed, like the one
given to the Scarecrow by the Wizard
of Oz, is but a recognition that we
have learned, and not a measure, nor
the learning itself. That couldn't be
done in an hour at Convention Hall —
it took four years.
Cathy Harper
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Scott T. Becker Eugene Bednary
CARMEN ADAMO. Management
RICHARD ADAMSK/, Geology
/RM/NA Hl'/.ON AFAN. Marketing
ANDREA AIKEN. Accounting
Accounting Phi Gamma Nu; Accounting Assoc.
ANTHONY ALLONARDO. Management
CARL ALT/L/A. Economics
KATHY AMEND, Special Education
Education CEC.
DOROTHY AMES, Chemistry
VINCENT ANDREWS. Accounting
Beta Alpha; Accounting Assoc: Band; Intramurals.
SHARON ANGELUCCi, Accounting
BRIAN ANMUTH, Biology
ROBERT F. APPLEBY, Personnel - La bo r
Relations/Management
ROTC, Ranger. Battery Commander; Intramurals.
DOLORES E. ARMSTRONG, Marketing
Phi Gamma Nu, Vice-president.
EARL C. ARTIS. JR.. English
Collegian, News Editor.
SUSAN P. ATWELL, Sociology
VINCENT R. AVALLONE, Biology
ALONZ BA/ADA, Accounting
Beta Alpha. Secretary; Accounting Assoc.
EVA BA1ER. Elementary Education
PEGGY LEE BAILEY. Social ork
Drill Team; Vets Club; Social Work Club; Masque;
ROTC.
JAMES BAILL/E, JR.. Education/Social Studies
JOSEPH BALDASSARRE, Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
PATRICIA A. BANES, Political Science
Investment Club; Phi Gamma Nu.
JAMES DAVID BANNAN, Criminal Justice
DEN/SE M. BARAN1ECKI, French
French Club; Gallery Associates.
DIANE BARAN1ECKI. German
German Club; Gallery Associates; Phi Gamma Nu.
PAUL MICHAEL BARNETT, Accounting
Band, President.
PATRICIA BARON, Accounting
THERESA BARON. Criminal Justice
JOHN JOSEPH BARR, Accounting/Marketing
Track; Marketing Assoc.
JOSEPH BARROWS. English
JOHN D. BAS1LE, Mathematics/Education
RENEE A. BAS/LE, Mathematics/Computer Science
EUGENE M. BASSO, Accounting
MICHAEL A. BAUMANN, English/Education
MARY ELLEN BEATY, Special Education
SCOTT T. BECKER, Management
EUGENE BEDNARY. Accounting
ELIZABETH BEHM. Criminal Justice
WARREN F. BE/DEMAN. Ill, Management
Soccer.
MICHAEL BELL. Criminal Justice/Psychology
Elizabeth Behm Warren F. Beideman. Ill Michael Bell
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Michael Bender William Benidetto Marcus Bermel
Joseph Bille Joseph Blickley
Edwina Buffert
Denise Boder
Beatrice Brennan
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Kathleen Bermingham
Catherine Boyd
William Brennan
Dennis Caniz Cynthia Capponi Rodger Carmanica Phillip Cardish
PAMELA BELL/. Psychology
Psi Chi.
MICHAEL BENDER, Marketing
Vets Club.
WILLIAM BENIDETTO. Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
MARCUS BERMEL. Chemistry
KATHLEEN BERM1NGHAM, Special Education
CEC.
FRANK BETSCH. Marketing
MICHAEL BETSCH, Business Management
ROBERT B/ESTER. Biology
JOSEPH B1LLE. German
German Club, President.
JOSEPH BLICKLEY, Accounting/Marketing
Alpha Chi Rho; Crew.
DEN/SE BODER, Education/English
MICHAEL BOHRER, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Accounting Board; Beta Alpha;
Collegian; Intramurals; Dean's List.
CATHERINE BOYD, Accounting/Management
DEBORAH BOYLE. Social Work
KATHLEEN BRADLEY, History
Basketball, Manager; Educ. Society; Historical
Honorary Society; Hockey; Phi Alpha Theta. Softball.
JOSEPH BRANDON, Management
MARGARET BRANNAN, Social Work
Social Work Student Assoc, President.
KEITH BRANXTON. Psychology
BEATRICE BRENNAN, Marketing
CHARLENE BRENNAN, Accounting
WILLIAM BRENNAN, Accounting
GEORGE BRENNER. Accounting
MARK BROOD. Psychology
STEVEN BROWN, Economics
TRACEY BROWN, Art History
Gallery Associates; Rifle Team
EDWINA BUFFERT, Criminal Justice
FRANCIS BUFFETT, Biology
LOUIS BVONOMO. Finance
JOHN BURKE, Accounting
Phi Sigma Kappa. President.
STEPHEN BVRNS, Biology
WILLIAM BVRNS, History
LAWRENCE BUSTO, Finance/Marketing
LEE BUZBY, Religion
DENNIS CANIZ, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha.
CYNTHIA CAPPONI, Personnel - Labor Relations
RODGER CARAMAN/CA, Management
SPA, Vice-president.
PHILLIP CARDISH, Management
THOMAS CARMINATI, Mathematics
TERRENCE CARMODY. Marketing
MICHAEL CAROLAN. Sociology
Terrence Carmody Michael Carolan
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Patricia M. Corrigan Kathleen M. Cowley Kevin John Crawford Jose A.
Crespo
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STEVEN CARR, History
MILLICENT /. CARVALKO, Psychology
ROBERT CASOLARO. Management
DAVE CASSEL. Accounting
MICHAEL W. CASSIDY, Finance
Golf; St. Thomas More Society, vice-president; Tin
Kappa Epsilon.
THERESA CATALDJ. Special Education
FRANK /. CATTIE. Marketing
Inlramurals; Marketing Assoc; Residence Council.
GERARD CEDRONE, Economics
Academic Affairs Committee; Economics Assoc, vice-
president: Economics Honor Society; St. Thomas More
Law Society; WEXP.
ROBERT CENNA, Marketing/Finance
Finance Assoc; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc; Sigma
Beta Kappa; WEXP.
JOYCE CHAMBERS. Accounting
GARY CHARLES CHILUTTI, Social Work
JOSEPH CHRISTINA, Computer Science
Intramurals
LAI C. CHU. Accounting
EDWARD CIERI. Accounting
WILLIAM P. CIORLETTI, Accounting
CAROL E. COADY. Special Education
CEC, Secretary.
JOHN COFFEY, Criminal Justice
ALAN BRUCE COHEN, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delta; Hillel; Phi Alpha Beta.
GERALD COLAPINTO. Education/Math
JAMES COLEMAN, Criminal Justice
JACK COLYAR, Psychology
MARK CONLON, Criminal Justice
Track.
BILL CONNELLY. Criminal Justice
Soccer
GRANT WILSON CONNOR, Education/Social Studies
Phi Alpha Theta.
DOLORES P. CONNORS, Special Education
CEC
JOSEPH J. CONNORS, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Accounting Department Board;
Beta Alpha; Delta Sigma Pi. Vice-President;
Intramurals.
HUGH F. CONVERY, JR., Management
ROBERT E. COOKE, Criminal Justice
PATRICIA E. COONAHAN, Criminal Justice
Sociology Departmental Board; St. Thomas More Law
Society
TIMOTHY T CORCORAN, Accounting
MICHAEL CORNER, Criminal Justice
Intramurals. Weightlifting Club.
JOSEPHINE E. CORRIERI, Accounting
Beta Alpha
PATRICIA M. CORRIGAN, Accounting
Accounting Departmental Board; Beta Alpha;
Residence Council.
KATHLEEN M. COWLEY. Mathematics
KEVIN JOHN CRAWFORD, Accounting/Finance
PHYLLIS CRESCITELLI. Elementary Education
JOSE A. CRESPO, Social Work
HARLEY ANDREW CUMMINS. Management
Sigma Phi Lambda; Swimming: Water Polo
JODY CURCILLO, Social Work
CASWELL CURTIS. Philosophy/English
Harley Andrew Cummins Jody Curcillo Caswell Curtis
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Stephanie M. Donchetz Robert M. Dondero, Jr. John Francis Donegan, Jr. Kevin M. Donnelly Christopher J. Dooley
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DENNIS CZERW. Finance
Finance Assoc: Investment Club.
ANTHONY SIMON DAI.ONZO, Biology
MARY BETH DALTON, Criminal lustice
JOSEPH DAMBRO, Economics
JOYCE ANN DAM/S, Accounting
Phi Camma Nu.
THEA LEE DAVIS, Management/Marketing
WALTER DEARHOFF, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delta; Faculty & Course Evaluation
Committee; Student Activities Funding Board; Alumni
Telethon.
THOMAS DEBERARDINIS. Biology
DONALD J. DECRAZIA, Accounting
Accounting Board; Alpha Chi Rho: Beta Alpha Honor
Society; Crew.
FRANCIS E. DEHEL, Political Science
Collegian, Editor-in-Chief; Explorer Photo-editor;
Intramurals; Political Science Assoc.
JOHN R. DELANEY, Finance
Sigma Beta Kappa.
JERRY DEL GAUDIO, Accounting
DENISE MARIE DEMPSEY, Special Education
MIKE DEVER, Criminal Justice
LOUIS DE SAITO, Psychology
Phi Kappa Theta.
ROSEMARIE DE STRALO, Criminal Justice
PASQUALE DE TOMMASO, Education/Italian
PETE DI BATTISTE, Biology
Student Government, president.
DONNA M. DI BELLO, Accounting/Marketing
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha Honor Society;
Intramurals; Marketing Assoc, Marketing Board.
PHILOMENA M. DI CICCO, French/Education
Education Society; French Club; Pi Delta Phi.
CRAIG DIAMOND, Chemistry
THERESA A. DI FIORE, Spanish
Spanish Club.
CAMILLE DI LULLO, Biology/Art
LaSalle Singers; Gallery Associates; Masque
EUGENE DI MARCO, Biology
LOUIS A. DIMASSA, Criminal Justice/Sociology
JOSEPH DI PRIMIO, Accounting
MARK A. DI RUGERIS, English
Collegian, Sports Editor; Intramurals.
BRIAN PATRICK DOLAN, Political Science
DANIEL A. DOMANICO, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delta; WEXP.
VINCENT DOMBROWSKI. Accounting
SVSAN DOMZALSKI. Education/Biology
JOHN DONAGHY, Criminal Justice
STEPHANIE M. DONCHETZ, Special Education
CEC.
ROBERT M. DONDERO, JR., Mathematics/Computer
Science
JOHN FRANCIS DONEGAN. JR., Accounting
KEVIN M. DONNELLY. Criminal Justice
Crew; Folk Group; Intramurals; Residence Council;
Sigma Phi Lambda.
CHRISTOPHER J. DOOLEY, Criminal Justice
CATHERINE DORAN, Education
JAMES DOUGHERTY, History
HARRY A. DOWNS, JR., Marketing
Catherine Doran James Dougherty Harry A. Downs, Jr.
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Brian Fitzpatrick Kyran Flaherty Sharon Fleck ames Flowers Eileen Flynn
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Moira Duggan Thomas Duncavage Marcia Dursi
JOHN J. DOYLE. Ill, History
KENNETH M. DUBROW, Political Science
THOMAS M. DUDEN, Accounting/Management
CLAYTON DUDLEY, JR.. Economics
JAMES A. DUGAN. Accounting
MOIRA CLAIRE DUGGAN, Psychology
THOMAS B. DUNCAVAGE, Management
MARCIA DURSI. Management/Accounting
THOMAS DYER, Accounting/Finance
JOHN ECHEVERRY, Psychology
ROBERT F. EH/NGER. Accounting
Intramurals; Swimming, captain; Water Polo, captain.
CAROLANN E/SELE. History
Phi Alpha Theta.
FRANK C. EMIG, Special Education
CEC.
CYNTH/A M. FAIR, Psychology
Psi Chi, President; Psychology Departmental Board.
PETER PAUL FALCHETTA, Finance
ROBERT JAMES FANNING, Accounting
VIVIANA BOWMAN FARINA, Elementary Education
ROBERT FRANCIS FARNAN, Management
Intramurals.
ROBERT RAYMOND FEDERICO, Psychology
JAMES C. FEE, JR., Accounting
Cheerleading, Mascot; Delta Sigma Pi. vice-president;
SGA.
BRIAN L. FELLECHNER, Biology
DIANE M. FENNEL, Marketing
Intramurals; Marketing Assoc; SGA; Track.
WARREN H. FERNES, Accounting
IRA FIALKO, Biology
JOSEPH LOUIS FICCHI, Marketing
WEXP.
RONALD H. FIELDS, Biology
THOMAS FILER. Marketing
Baseball; Marketing Assoc.
ROBERT P. FINIZIO. Finance
GARY R. FINN. Management/Marketing
Phi Kappa Theta; Marketing Assoc; SAM.
BRUNO FIORENZA, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Rifle Team.
JAMES A. FIRMANI, Accounting
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
JOHN J. FITZGERALD, III, Biology
BRIAN FITZPATRICK, Accounting
Residence Council.
KYRAN J. FLAHERTY, Accounting
SHARON FLECK, Special Education
JAMES J. FLOWERS, Psychology
EILEEN FLYNN, Management
LaSalle in Europe.
THOMAS F. FLYNN, III, Political Science
JAMES Fn'PIERE, Psychology'
Concert Organizations; Philosophy Club: SGA: WEXP.
MARIO D. FONT, Spanish
Masque; Spanish Club.
Thomas Flynn James Fn'Piere
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Mary M. Gaughan
Gerald F. Gibbons
Peggy Fynes
J3
Pasquale Gallelli
Lynn Gavin
Joan Gallo
Donna M. Glowacki
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J. Michael Glynn Stephen Greco Maria I. Gross
Stephen Gin, Jr.
k- ill 'A
Marcus I. Giuffrida Dominic Glorioso
LISA FORMAN, Economics
GUY A. FORTE, Education/English
JEFFREY W. FOX, Management
Math Club; WEXP, Business Manager.
MARY F. FOX, English
NANCY FOX, History
TERENCE J. FOX, Political Science
MIKE FRANCHETTI, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delta; Athletic Committee; Biology
Departmental Board; Track
MITCHELL K. FREEDMAN, Biology
ROY FRIEDMAN. Biology
PEGGY FYNES, Marketing
ROBERT GALDO, Mathematics/Computer Science
PASQUALE GALLELLI, Psychology
JOAN GALLO, History/Labor Relations
JODI B. GALLO, Spanish/Education
Intramurals; LaSalle Singers.
EARL R. GARDEN, Accounting
MICHAEL A. GAROFALO, Accounting
MARY M. GAUGHAN, Criminal Justice
LYNN GAVIN, Social Work
JOHN H. GEARY, History
MICHAEL J. GENTILE, German
LOUISE GIANNATTASIO, Psychology
ANTHONY GIANNINI, Management
FRANK GIARDINI, Accounting
DANIEL GIBBONS, Marketing
Ice Hockey, co-captain; Intramurals; Rifle Team.
GERALD F. GIBBONS, English
MICHAEL J. GIBNEY, Biology
TIMOTHY GILLESPIE, Accounting
JOANNE GILLILAND, Social Work
AMY GILSON, Psychology
STEPHEN GIN, JR., Management
MARCUS J. GIUFFRIDA, Marketing
DOMINIC GLORIOSO, Biology
DONNA M. GLOWACKI, Marketing
Marketing Assoc; Marketing Deparmental Board
Open House Committee.
J.
MICHAEL GLYNN, Economics
Intramurals; SEA.
STEPHEN GRECO, Psychology
EDWARD GRIFFIS. Accounting
MARIA J. GROSS, Marketing
Basketball.
GEORGE GRUDZIAK, Biology
JUNE E. GRUTZMACHER. Biology
MARGARET GREZESIAK, German
German Club, secretary.
George Grudziak June E. Grutzmacher Margaret Grzesiak
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Roxolana Horbowyj
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Edana Hoy Elizabeth Hud
CATHERINE GUARINO, Marketing
MARY GUENZEL, Mathematics/Education
THOMAS GUINJVEN, English
JUSTIN HARDING, Biology
CATHERINE HARPER, Political Science
ColJegion. Editor-in-Chief; Explorer, Copy Editor;
Hockey; Political Science Assoc; Student Affairs Com-
mittee; Women's Center.
JACQUELINE HARPER, Sociology
QU/NN HARRIS, Management/Marketing
BENJAMIN HARRISON. Accounting
FREDERICK HATEM, History
DJANE HAUGH, Psychology
Psi Chi; Vets Club.
CHARLENE HAURY, Accounting/Marketing
Accounting Assoc; Accounting Departmental Board;
Beta Alpha; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc: St. Thomas
More Law Society
JAMES HEALY, English
JOSEPH HED1GER, Accounting
RICHARD HEIDT, Accounting
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta.
MARK HEMSCHOOT, Management/Personnel - La-
bor Relations
Management Departmental Board; SAM, Vice-presi-
dent.
MARY HENNESSY, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha.
THOMAS HENNESSY, Finance
JUDITH HENTZ, Psychology
Hockey; Softball; Psi Chi; Psychology Board; In-
tramurals.
CAROL HENVIS, Education
GLENN HERRINGTON, Management
JOHN HESSENTHALER, Accounting
Cross Country; Track.
DOROTHY HICKE, Special Education
MICHELE HICKEY, Management/Marketing
Crew; Intramurals.
JAMES HIGGINS, Accounting
MICHAEL HIGGINS, Management
JOHN HILBERT, Accounting
BARBARA HINES, Criminal Justice
THOMAS HOBAN, Education
Basketball, Manager; Sigma Phi Lambda.
DENISE HOLLISTER, Marketing/Personnel - Labor
Relations
ANTHONY HOLLOWAY, Religion
CHERYL HOLOBETZ, Accounting
Beta Alpha, LaSalle Singers.
JOSEPH HOLSTON, Economics
ROXOLANA HORBOWYJ, Chemistry
PAULA HORVATH, Sociology
JOHN HOWLEY, Marketing
EDANA HOY, Art History
Academic Affairs Committee; Gallery Associates, Sec-
retary; Grimoire, Art Editor; La Salle Singers.
ELIZABETH HUD, Biology
LEO HUGHES, Accounting
CAROL HUMENICK, German/Education
JOHN HUNT, Psychology
Zeta Beta Tau.
Leo Hughes Carol Humenick
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Ernie King Steven F. Kohalmi Irene Kolodij Eugene (. Kopytko
Labor
ROBERT /. HUTKOWSKI, English
Collegian.
MARY JO 1ANDIMARINO. Personnel
Relations/Management
Phi Gamma Nu; SAM.
LEWIS JAFFE. Biology
BEVERLY JAMES, Special Education
JUDITH JAMES, Finance
PAUL J. JANNELLI, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha.
STEPHEN J. JASIUKIEWICZ, Finance
DAVID W. JEFFERS. Accounting
DONALD F. JOHNSON, Economics
ERNESTINE JOHNSON. Special Education
JUDY A. JOHNSON. Psychology
BSL.
MARTHA JONES. Education/Social Studies
DIANE M. JOSEPH, Economics
Economics Assoc; Explorer; WEXP.
JAMES M. JULIANO, Marketing
Baseball.
JOSEPH M. JUNFOLA, Criminal Justice/Psychology
JACK KANOFF. Biology
SUSAN KARD1SH, English/Education
Intramurals; Residence Council, president; SGA,
Executive Board.
BRIAN KARLIN. Biology
Phi Alpha Beta.
MICHELLE T. KATKOC7N, Education/Math
JAMES A. KAZMERSKIE, Political Science
THOMAS J. KEANE, Accounting
JANET KEIL, Social Work
DAVID G. KELBLE. Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Zeta Beta Tau.
JOSEPH JOHN KELLEY, Sociology
KEVIN F. KELLEY, Management
PAUL J. KELLY III, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha:
Editor; Explorer; Intramurals.
VINCENT KELLY, Economics
Soccer.
ROBERTA. KENNEDY, Management
Intramurals; Residence Council, Treasurer; Sigma Phi
Lambda.
WILLIAM J. KENNEY. Accounting
Sigma Beta Kappa.
T. JOSEPH KENNY, English
Crew; Intramurals; Residence Halls Judicial Board.
KAREN A. KENNY. Criminal Justice
MICHAEL L. KIDA. German
WALTER J. KIELAR, Management/Marketing
ERNIE KING, Economics
STEVEN F. KOHALMI. Psychology/Religion
IRENE KOLODIJ. Sociology
Ukranian Club; Volleyball.
EUGENE J. KOPYTKO. Biology/Russian
LEONARD KOSINSKI, Chemistry
JAMES KOT. Social Work
MARY LOUISE KRATZER. Accounting
Beta Alpha; Residence Halls Judicial Board.
Collegian, Sports
Leonard Kosinski Mary Louise Kratzer
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Ann M. Machalette Lisa Magazino
Denise Jeannine Lamb Dominic Larose Patricia Laurie
VIRGINIA M. KHAWIEC, Biology
Campus Ministry Advisory Hoard; Residence Council;
SGA; Women's Center.
BOB KROUCH1CK, Accounting
JOSEPH KUBIAK, Education/Biology
ROBERT KULICK. Management
DAVID KURTZ. Finance
DENISE JEANNINE LAMB. Mathematics/Computer
Science
Academic Affairs Committee: Computer Science Club,
president; Math Club.
DOMINIC LAROSE. Management
PATRICIA LAURIE. Geology
WILLIAM LAUTER, Economics
Sigma Beta Kappa.
MICHAEL LEDVA, Marketing
KEVIN THOMAS LEDW/TH, Marketing
Marketing Assoc.
SAE KUN LEE, Accounting
International Club.
MARGARET LEGLOAHEC, English
FRANCIS LENNON, English/Education
ANNEMARIE LENTO, Mathematics
JOHN H. LEVEN, Accounting
DONALD LEE LEVICK, Biology
HOWARD LEVIN, Biology
ALCIDES MEJIA LICOWA, Criminal Justice
SHEILA MARY LODISE, Accounting
GEORGE S. LONGSTREET, Accounting
BETTY LOUIE, Education/German/Spanish
FRANCIS LOUIE, Accounting
JOSEPH A. LOWE, Accounting
PAULA LUCCHESI, Spanish/Education
Spanish Club.
JAMES LUCIANETTI, Accounting
STANLEY LUCKI, Accounting
Phi Sigma Kappa, housemaster.
PAUL T. LUCKMAN, Finance
JOSEPH J. LUKASZEWSKI, Marketing
ROBERT H. LUX, Accounting
Accounting Departmental Board.
DANIEL JOHN LYNCH, History
Crew; Zeta Beta Tau.
JENNIFER LYNCH, Accounting
Intramurals; Phi Gamma Nu, secretary.
ROBERT J. LYNCH, Marketing
FRANCIS E. LYNN, Management/Marketing
Marketing Assoc; SAM. Vice-president.
JANICE V. MACAVOY, Special Education
CEC.
ANNM. MACHALETTE. French/Education
LISA MAGAZINO. Mathematics/Computer Science
PETER MARK MAGOLDA, Psychology
Rugby Team, captain; Student Activities Funding
Board; SGA, coordinator of freshmen orientation; SPA,
president.
THERESA MAGU1RE, Mathematics
Campus Ministry. Kappa Mu Epsilon; LaSalle Singers.
LEONARD MAIDA. Economics
A
Peter Mark Magolda Theresa Maguire Leonard Maida
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Michael Gabriel Malatesta Patrick L. Malloy
Donna M. Marazzo
Wanda Mauk
Karen Rose M. McFaddon Maryellen McGettigan
Michael McHale
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Elizabeth McHugh Michael McHugh
Rosemary Mancini Arlene R. Mancusco
JOHN MA1ERON. German/Italian
Gallery Associates; German Club.
VITO L. MA/RONE, JR., Finance
Finance Assoc; Investment Club.
MICHAEL GABRIEL MALATESTA, Accounting
PATRICK L. MALLOY, Religion/Psychology
PAUL T. MALLOY, Accounting
ROSEMARY DENISE MANCINI. Elementary
Education
ARLENE R. MANCUSCO, Special Education
JOHN MANEO. Management/Marketing
PATRICIA MARIE MANNINO. Special Education
CEC.
DINO MANTZAS, Accounting
DONNA M. MARAZZO, Psychology
NICHOLAS C. MARCHESANI, Criminal Justice
Explorer.
VITO ANTHONY MARCHETTI. Marketing
Marketing Assoc; Student Advisory Board.
GERARD A. MARGIOTTI, JR., Biology
ROBERT J. MARRON, Accounting
JOHN L. MARSHALL, JR., Mathematics
WILLIAM A. MATYSIK, Criminal Justice
KATHLEEN P. MATZ, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha.
WANDA MAUK. Accounting
ROBERT J. MCANDREW, Management
KATHLEEN S. MCCANN, Criminal Justice
Cheerleading, captain.
MARY C. MCCANN, Sociology
WAYNE A. MCCANN, Political Science/Philosophy
TYRONE N. MCCRAY, Economics
DANIEL J. MCDEVITT, Sociology/Criminal Justice
DENNIS D. MCDUFFY. Accounting
Vets Club, president.
KAREN ROSE M. MCFADDON, Finance/Economics
MARYELLEN MCGETTIGAN, Psychology/Religion
JACQUELINE ANNE MCGILL, Accounting
SGA.
MICHAEL J. MCGIRNEY, Personnel - Labor
Relations /Psychology
Collegian; Explorer, Editor-in-Chief; Residence
Council; Sigma Phi Lambda; Swimming, manager.
JOSEPH J. MCGOVERN, Management/Personnel -
Labor Relations
Investment Club; SAM.
TOM MCGOVERN, Accounting
MICHAEL MCHALE, Accounting
ELIZABETH MCHUGH, Management
Grimoire; Intramurals; Phi Gamma Nu, SPA.
MICHAEL MCHUGH. Economics
SEA; Intramurals; Omicron Delta Epsilon. secretary-
treasurer; SGA; SPA; WEXP.
MICHAEL WILLIAM MCILMAJL, Criminal Justice
THOMAS F. MCKEON, III, Marketing
Swimming, captain.
ROBERT H. MCLAREN, Accounting/Finance
FRANK MCMONAGLE, Criminal Justice
ROBERT MCNAMARA, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delta; Crew, captain; Intramurals.
Robert H. McLaren Frank McMonagle Robert McNamara
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John G. Middleton
Tina M. Moccio
James G. Moore
Susan M. Murphy
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Glenn
J.
Miller
Timothy
J. Murphy William S. Murphy
John F. Millon
Ann Marie P. Murphy John Murray
Michael B. Meyers SHARON MAHIE MCQUATE, Biology
Alpha Epsilon Delia; Biology Departmental board;
Campus Ministry, Advisory Board; Honors Board; Phi
Alpha Beta.
CORLISS J. MCWH/TE. Special Education
JOSEPHINE S. MEEHAN, Biology
La Salle Singers; Residence Council.
MOREY MENACKER, Biology
ROBERTA. MENNO. Management/Marketing
Phi Kappa Theta.
MARK MERCER, Accounting
WEXP.
LYNN METROW, Italian/German
M/CHAEL B. MEYERS, Accounting
JOHN G. MIDDLETON, Marketing
JOE MIHALJCH, Math/Education
ERNEST MILLER, Accounting
GLENN
J.
MILLER, Sociology
JOHN J. MILLON, Accounting
MONICA MARY MILLS. English
Collegian; English Departmental Board; Grimoire,
Literary Editor; La Salle Singers; Residence Council.
EUGENIO MINNITI. Italian/Education
PATRICIA MITCHELL, Criminal Justice
TINA M. MOCCIO, Accounting
VINCENT MOFFA, English/Education
Education Club; La Salle Singers.
ANTHONY J. MONICO, Computer Science
EILEEN M. MONTAGUE, Social Work
MARIA MONTEIRO, Education/English
RAY MOON, Criminal Justice
JOSEPH F. MOONEY, Economics
Economics Honor Society.
DAVID G. MOORE, Accounting/Finance
Accounting Board; Beta Alpha.
JAMES G. MOORE, Accounting
SEAN MORONEY, Biology
STEPHEN J. MORRIS, Accounting
FRANCIS MOSER, Computer Science
SUSAN K. MOSER, English/Education
PAUL J. MULLER, Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
JAMES G. MUNDY, JR., History
RONALD E. MURPHY, Accounting/Personnel - Labor
Relations
Sigma Phi Lambda; Swimming.
SUSAN M. MURPHY, Accounting
Beta Alpha.
TIMOTHY J. MURPHY, Marketing
WILLIAM S. MURPHY, Accounting/Marketing
ANN MARIE P. MURRAY, Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
JOHN MURRAY, Accounting
FRANCIS MYERS, Accounting
MARK NANNl. Accounting
JOSEPH NARDELLI. Communications
Francis Myers Joseph Nardelli
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DIRK NEUMANN, German/Earth Science
REBECCA JO NEY. Psychology/Criminal Justice
Explorer, Managing Editor; Intramurals; Psi
Sociology Board; Softball; Tennis.
JOHN P. NOLAN, Biology
V/NCENT NOLAN, Management
EDWARD R. NOVAK, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha; Investment Club.
PATRICIA NOVELL/. Accounting
LORETTA NOV/CKi. English/Education
MARY O'CONNOR, Accounting
KEVIN T. O'DONNELL. Accounting
KEVIN O'HANLON, Political Science/Public Admin.
BARBARA J. O'HARA, Political Science
PATRICIA A. O'HARA. Mathematics/Computer
Science
Computer Science Club, secretary; Residence Council;
Tennis.
MARGARET C. O'KEEFE, Management
ROBERT OLIVETI, Accounting/Finance
BOB OLIVA, Computer Science
ANN MARIE O'MALLEY, Accounting
ROBERT F. ORLANDO, Marketing
JAMES OSBORN, Marketing
JAMES OTOOLE, Marketing
ELLEN K. OVERCASH, Marketing
FRANK PACHUKI, Marketing
ALEXANDER PADICK, Liberal Arts
SUSAN PALESANO, Management
ROBERT PARKER, English
JEFF PARKINS, Biology
ROBERT PARROTT, Psychology
CAROL PASLAWSKl, Special Education
MITCHELL PAULIN, Biology
SAMUEL B. PEARLSTEIN, Biology
Hockey.
JAMES P. PENZA, Marketing
NANETTE C. PERRY. Special Education
JOHN J. PERCATORE, Psychology
JOHN J. PETRIK, Accounting
ROSEMARIE PETROCIK. Mathematics
JAMES F. PHILIPP, JR.. Psychology
JOSEPH M. PHILLIPS, JR., Economics
THERESA M. PIECYK, English/Education
DANIEL A. PIERRO, Accounting
Inter-Fraternity Council; Investment Club; Zeta Beta
Tau.
MARK j. PILSBURY, Marketing
History; Cross Country, captain; Track.
LINDA J. PINTO, Marketing/Finance
Finance Club; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc,
President; Marketing Departmental Board; Basketball.
Daniel A. Pierro Mark J. Pilsbury Linda I. Pinto
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Theresa Sanlone
ROBERT P/SKER. Accounting/Finance
STEPHEN POLCHEK, Accounting
Drill Team; Orienteering Team.
SHEILA POUGH, Special Education
BSL; Spirit of '76.
JOHN PRESNER, Accounting
MARGARET PRESSER. Accounting
DARLENE PREZIOS1, Accounting
THERESA PRIMUS, Psychology
KAR1N PR1NCJVALLE, Personnel - Labor
Relations/Management
Alpha Epsilon; Academic Affairs; Management
Departmental Board, Chairman; SAM, president.
FLORJNDO PROSCINO, Marketing
ROSE PUGLISI. Special Education
CEC
KAREN PUSHAW, Political Science
Basketball; Softball; Residence Council.
JAMES QUEEN, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Italian Club.
FRANCIS QUINN, Accounting
WILL/AM QUINN, Marketing
Delta Sigma Pi.
TIMOTHY RAUSCH, Accounting
Beta Alpha, Investment Club.
ROBERT REICHARDT, Marketing
Marketing Assoc; Sigma Beta Kappa.
JOAN REILLY. Psychology
BRUCE REIPRICH, Psychology
JOSEPH RENZI. Psychology
FRED RESCHAUER, Biology
LEON REZNIK, Geology
SAM RICCARDI, Marketing
THOMAS RICE, Management /Finance
Student Congress.
WILLIAM RIMSHAW, Accounting
PAMELA ROCKWELL, Sociology
JOHN RODDEN. English/Accounting
Collegian, Editor-in-Chief; English Departmental Board.
Intramurals, Gavel Society
JAMES ROGER. Accounting
MARIANO ROSETTI. Marketing
Marketing Assoc; Italian Club.
WILLIAM ROSHKO, Accounting
MICHAEL RUCCI, Special Education
Baseball.
STEPHEN RUFF, Accounting
Beta Alpha; Intramurals.
EVA RU7Z, Marketing
Marketing Assoc; Marketing Departmental Board.
SUSAN SAJESKI, Biology
LaSalle Singers; Campus Ministry; Intramurals.
MARK SALVATORE, Accounting
ROSANN SANTANGELO, Finance
LORRAINE SANTELLA, Music/English
THERESA SANTONE, English/Education
Cheerleading; Education Departmental Board.
LOUIS SANTORO, English
VINCENT SANTORO, Accounting
STEPHEN SANZARE. Marketing
Louis Santoro Vincent Santoro
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Kathleen Siddall Mary Therese Sieracki Paul Simon
Joseph Stallings Steven Stamberger Gary Stamm Eileen Marie Stanton Patrice Stapleton
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Cono A. Sciamanna Rudloph Sciore Richard Seeberger
Henrv James Sheldron Ludmilla Shestakov Patricia Shields
Raymond T. Soliday Lois Elaine Spencer Bruce Gary Spilker
Joseph E. Steelman, Jr. Carolann C. Steinmetz David A. Steward
STEPHEN L. SAVO. Biology
Phi Kappa Theta
MARY F. SCAHPELLO, History
Collegian; History Board; Phi Alpha Theta Honor
Society; St. Thomas More Law Society.
KENNETH SCAPIRE, BA Marketing
Veterans Club
BARRY SCHULTZ. Biology
JOHN SCHWARTZ, Psychology
CONO A. SCIAMANNA, Psychology
RUDLOPH SCIORE, Education/ Sociology
RICHARD SEEBERGER, Management
JOSEPH SGRO. Accounting/Finance
BARBARA SHAPOWAL, Biology
MICHAEL A. SHARP, Accounting
Beta Alpha Assoc; Sigma Phi Lambda, Secretary
DENNIS SHEEHAN, Psychology
THOMAS G SHEEHAN, Accounting
Zeta Betz Tau, vice-president
HENRY JAMES SHELDRON, Marketing/Management
Crew Team
LUDMILLA SHESTAKOV, Russian
PATRICIA SHIELDS, Special Education
KATHLEEN SIDDALL, Management
MARY THERESE S/ERACK1, Accounting
Beta Alpha Accounting Honor Society
PAUL SIMON, Biology
MICHAEL A. SIMONE, Psychology
Psi Chi
JOAN R. SKIBINSKI, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha Accounting Honor
Society
JOHN J. SLOCUM, JR., Marketing
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity, Vice-Pres.
ANNEVA SMITH, Management
ARTHUR B. SMITH, Marketing
GERALD J. SMITH, Personnel - Labor Relations
JAMES M. SMITH, Management/Marketing
Phi Kappa Theta, Pledgemaster.
SUSAN ELIZABETH SMOTRYS, Special Education
Education Society
GEORGE SNYDER, Accounting
Delta Sigma Pi
ROBERT J. SNYDER, Accounting
RAYMOND T. SOLIDAY, Accounting
Accounting Assoc; Beta Alpha Accounting Honor
Society; Explorer, Business Editor; Sigma Phi Lambda
LOIS ELAINE SPENCER, English/Writing
BRUCE GARY SPILKER, Psychology
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity; Crew Team
JOSEPH STALLINGS, Biology
STEVEN STAMBERGER. Criminal justice
GARY STAMM, Accounting
EILEEN MAIRE STANTON, Spanish
Spanish Club
PATRICE STAPLETON, English
Intramurals; Little Sister of Tau Kappa Epsilon
JOSEPH E. STEELMAN. JR., Marketing
Baseball; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc, Vice-Pres.
Residence Council; Tau Kappa Epsilon.
CAROLANN C. STEINMETZ. English/Writing
DAVID A. STEWARD, Accounting
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Michael J. Vassallo Nicola Vecchione
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lames G. Vendetti Joseph V. Vernace Natale Vernaci
]ohn Sullivan Melanie Anne Sweeney Walter R. Szwajkowski
\ccoun ling /Management
Accounting Board; Alpha Chi Rho; SGA. Senator.
VICTOR STRAUSS, Mathematics/Computer Science
[ewish Student Union; Hillel.
EDWARD /. STROW. Ill, Earth Science
Crew; Intramurals.
EDWARD SUCHY, English
DENISE MAR/E SUDELL, English
Collegian, Managing Editor; English Departmental
Board.
JOHN SULLIVAN, Accounting
MELANIE ANNE SWEENEY, Sociology
WALTER R. SZWAJKOWSKI, Management
Italian Club.
CAROLYN TADRZAK, Music
Academic Affairs Commission
INDAWATI TANUDJAJA, Finance
CHRISTOPHER J. TAYLOR, Religion
MICHAEL J. TAYLOR, Psychology
ROTC; Intramurals; Phi Sigma Kappa, Vice-president.
JOHN M. TERLECKY, Accounting
ROBERT THOMPSON, German/Classics
STEPHANIE THOMPSON, Finance
Intramurals; Investment Club, Exec. Committee; Track;
Cross Country.
VINCENT THOMPSON, Biology
LILLIAN THORNTON, Personnel - Labor Relations
PAMELA DEE TIPTON, Political Science
Political Science Assoc; Political Science Board;
WEXP.
ANTHONY C. TISDALL, Pyschology
Psychology Departmental Board; WEXP; Intramurals.
ANTHONY J. TOFANI, Marketing
DRUCILA LISA TOLBERT, History
MATTHEW TOMS, Social Studies/Education
JOHN R. TORDINI, Marketing/Management
Collegian; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc; SAM.
FRANK A. TOTO, History
History Honor Board; Phi Alpha Theta.
CRAIG TRACTENBERG, Psychology/Philosophy
Psi Chi; WEXP, General Manager.
LOUIS TROVATA, Biology
KAREN DIANE UHALIE, Personnel - Labor Relations
Management Departmental Board, Secretary; SAM.
Marketing Manager.
KIM L. UNANGST, English
EDWARD VACCARO, Chemistry
Chymian Society; Academic Affairs Commission
STEVEN J. VALENTINO, Biology
GARY W. VANDERHOOF, Accounting
CHRISTOPHER V. VARE. Criminal Justice
MICHAEL
J.
VASSALLO, Political Science
Thomas Moore Law Society.
NICOLA VECCHIONE, Special Education
JAMES G. VENDETTI. Marketing/Management
Booster Club; Baseball; Management Assoc; Marketing
Assoc.
JOSEPH V VERNACE, Chemistry
NATALE VERNACI, Accounting
RALPH M. VIZZA, Marketing
EDNA VOLZ, Mathematics/Computer Science
Tennis; Computer Science Club; Data Processing Man-
agement Assoc; CSC Club Open House '77.
GENNARO VUONO, Accounting
Ralph M. Vizza Gennaro Vuono
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Craig Waring Gary Waterman
Richard Wesolowski Joseph White
Chester Wojnar Denise Wollwe Kathleen Wolper Reva Wolpert
Mary Walz Dennis Ward
li
Vicki Weinberg Michael Weiss Jerrold Weissenger
Michael Winters
PAULA WAGNER, Computer Science/Mathematics
CSC; Towel Girl.
JOHN WALDRON, Psychology
Alpha Epsilon; Intramurals; Sigma Phi Lambda.
President; St. Thomas More Law Society.
MARGARET WALSH, Marketing
FRED WALTER, Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
EDWARD WALTERS, Biology
Intramurals; Phi Alpha Beta.
MARY WALZ, Psychology
Psi Chi; Residence Hall Advisory Board.
DANIEL WARD, Political Science
Evening Collegian; Intramurals; Vets Club, Vice-
president; Political Science Assoc; SPA.
DENNIS WARD. Accounting
GEORGE WARD, Accounting
CRAIG WARING, Personnel - Labor Relations
Collegian; Intramurals; LaSalle in Europe; Residence
Council.
GARY WATERMAN, Biology
BERNARD WEDO, Marketing
Intramurals; Marketing Assoc.
MAX WEINBERG, Biology
Hillel; Phi Alpha Beta.
VICKI WEINBERG, Criminal Justice
MICHAEL WEISS, Biology
JERROLD WEISSENGER, Chemistry
THERESA WEKSEL, Psychology/French
Pi Delta Phi; Psi Chi, Treasurer.
RICHARD WESOLOWSKI, Accounting
JOSEPH WHITE, Accounting
Beta Alpha.
LAWRENCE WHITE, Mathematics
Math Department Board; Kappa Nu Epsilon; Student
Government, Treasurer; Gavel Society; Math Club.
SOLOMON WHITFIELD, Accounting
KARL WICHER, Accounting
CHRISTA WILHELM, German
FRANCIS WILLIAMS, Accounting/Finance
Investment Club, Vice-president.
IULA WILLIAMS, Accounting
STANLEY WILLIAMS, History
Basketball.
JAN WILSON, Criminal Justice
KAREN WILSON, Biology/Education
GLENN WINISTORFER, Biology
MICHAEL WINTERS, Management
GWENDOLYN WISE, Sociology
CHESTER WISNIEWSKI, Elementary Education
JOHN WIZEMAN, Personnel - Labor Relations
Baseball: Sigma Beta Kappa, Pledgemaster.
CHESTER WOJNAR, Accounting
DENISE WOLLWEBER, History
KATHLEEN WOLPER, Elementary Education
REVA WOLPERT, Special Education
BRIAN WONG, Mathematics/Computer Science
VIRGINIA WOOD, Religion
TYRONE WRIGHT. Chemistry
Brian Wong Virginia Wood Tyrone Wright
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Michael F. Zarro Diane Zartarian Eugene R. Zefelippo
JOSEPH C. YATES, JR., Personnel - Labor Relations
SAM.
KENNETH A. YAMAMOTO, Biology
MARY C. ZAHNISER, Criminal Justice
MICAHEL F. ZAROO, Biology
DIANE ZARTARIAN, Marketing
Field Hockey; Intramurals; Marketing Assoc; SGA.
EUGENE R. ZEFEUPO, Marketing
SALLY ZEICHNER, Special Education
CEC; Education Society.
MICHAEL ZEIK, Psychology
Crew; Track; Psi Chi.
ROBERT ZIEGLER, Accounting
LEONARD J. ZIMMERMAN, Psychology
ERICK W. ZLUPKO, Marketing
HELEN M. ZYGMONT, Religion
CAROL DURANTE, Special Education
SUSAN ROTH, Geology
Carol Durante
a
Susan Roth
A
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SENIORS NOT PICTURED
PATRICK /. ADAMS. Finance
WILLIAM N. ALLEN. History
ROBERT M. ANDONIE. Marketing
SARAH A. BABAIAN. Psychology
ERIC E. BEAM. Management
WILLIAM ]. BEAMON. Criminal |ustice
DAVID B. BINDER. Biology
CAROLINE M. BLACKTON. History
RICHARD P. BOND, Fine Arts
THOMAS S. BOND. Political
Science/Economics
ROBERT W. CAVALERO. Economics
BERNARD J. COBB. German
ANDREW P. CONBOY. Accounting/Finance
/OHN CORCORAN. Management
MARK COSGROVE. Economics
JOHN A. CRANE. History
ARTHUR F. CORCE. History
EDWARD W. CRUMP. Criminal Justice
MICHAEL F. DEVINE, Marketing
CRAIG J. DIAMOND. Chemistry
RONALD /. D1CANIO. Sociology
ANTHONY L. DILEO. Accounting
ROBERT JOHN DOUGHERTY. Accounting
JOHN P. DUFFY. Marketing
PETER BOHDAN DULN1AWAKA, English
JOSEPH T. DVORAK, Religion
LEE R. ESPOSITO. Accounting
LEO ESSENTHIER, Biology
MARGARET M. FAGAN, Education/Social
Studies
JOSEPH MARIO FARINA. Education/Social
Studies
JANET M. FETKEWICZ. German
RONALD C. FLECK, Marketing/Management
LEONARD FODERA, Social Work
MARGARET M. FORBES, Accounting
EDWARD L. FORTUNA, Marketing
GERALD A. FRANKLIN, Educations/Social
Studies
PATRICK C. FRAZER, Biology
CONSTANCE D. FREEMAN, Education/Social
Studies
ARTHUR FRIEDMAN, Special Education
LISA M. GALANTE, Chemistry
JAMES M. GALLAGHER, Accounting
PATRICK J. GALLAGHER. Philosophy
DIANE R. GATLEY. Criminal Justice
ROBERT J. GERASIMAS,
Accounting/Marketing
JOSEPH P. GIARDINO, F.S.C.,
Education/Spanish
EDMUND F. GIORDANO. Biology
ROBERT P. GIULIANO, Sociology
BRUCE S. GLANTZ, Management/Marketing
NORMA GRANT. Accounting
JOHN JOSEPH GRAUER, Education/Social
Studies
JOHN FREDRICK GREENLY, Accounting
DEBRA ANN GREIG, Special Education
EDWARD M. GROSTAS. English
KATHLEEN M. GUERIN. Education/English
PAUL J. HALEGOVA, Business
Administration/Biology
PHYLLIS B. HALEGOUA. Psychology
JOHN EDWARD HANCQ, Political Science
MARY ANN HARRIS. Psychology
BEVERLY M. HAUCK. Finance
EMELIA C. HAYMAN. Finance
CHRISTOPHER J. HEESEN. Marketing
DOREEN F. HERRON. French
LINDA J. HERSHMAN. Psychology
VERNON PETER HODGES, Accounting
MICHAEL P. HORNE, Personnel - Labor
Relations
JEAN THERESA HOSGOOD, Accounting
JOHN L. JACKSON. JR., Finance
MICHAEL R. JACKSON. Sociology
WYCLIFFE K. JANGDHARRIE, Psychology
CAROL P. JONES, Economics
GALE D. JONES, Economics
VERONICA JONES, Special Education
LYNN JOSEPH, Special Education
ROBERT N. JUNFOLA, Accounting
EDWARD JOSEPH KANE, Education/English
JOHN PATRICK KELLY, Finance
MARY E. KNAPPICK, Biology
JAMES F. KOPER, Accounting
STEPHEN L. KOWALSKI, Psychology
JOHN P. KRIL, Finance
MARYELLEN T. KUENY, Art/English
ROBERT M. KULICK. Management
STEPHEN E. KULP, Economics
VICTOR KRYLUK, Psychology
SUSAN ANNE LANIEWSKI, Criminal Justice
ROBERT J. LASKIN, Quantitative Analysis
PATRICIA ANNE LAURIE, Geology
NENG HENG LEONG, Marketing
WILLIAN LEWIS, Education/Social Studies
ERIC P. LYNN, Geology
JOHN H. LITTLE, Criminal Justice
MILDRED J. LOFTON, Management/Personnel
— Labor Relations
VINCENT A. LONG, Liberal Arts
EDWARD J. LOWITZ, Accounting
PAUL LUKIANOVICH, Biology
MICHAEL E. KYDON, Management
MICHAEL J. MALONE, Psychology
ROBERT L. MANIERI, Marketing
DENISE MARINUCCI, English
GERALD T. MATTESON, English
FRANK M. MATYJASIK, Biology
SISTER M. BERNARDE MAURER, Religion
SISTER MARIANNE MCALEE, Religion
JAMES J. MCCARTHY, Management
JUDITH A. MCCARTY. Criminal Justice
HARRY J. MCCULLOUGH JR., Political Science
EUGENE V. MCDUFFY, Psychology
MICHAEL J. MCFADDEN, Psychology
ROBERT J. MCGLONE, Criminal
Justice/Sociology
KATHLEEN MCGLYNN, English
JOSEPH B. MCHUGH, Marketing
MICHAEL F. MERTENS, Accounting
PAUL F. MESURE, History
GREGG D. METZINGER, Personnel - Labor
Relations/Management
JAMES MILANO, Economics
JOSEPH MILEWSKI, Finance
MARJORIE D. MILLER, Special Education
ROBIN L. MILLER. Education/English
KATHRYN MOOS. French
JOSEPH P. MORRETTA. Education/English
DERAN NAHIKIAN, Marketing
VINCENT G. NAUGHTON, Marketing
JAMES B. OMALLEY. Management
JOSEPH A. PARISI. Education/ Social Studies
THOMAS PARSON. Accounting
BR. MY CONG PHAM, Mathematics/Computer
Science
RICHARD J. PIEKARSKI. Accounting
ELLEN L. POSEL. Special Education
ROBERT OTTO PROGNER, Sociology
FRANCIS M. QUIGLEY. History
STEPHEN N. RASCHILLA. Geology
ANTHONY RASICCI, Psychology
JOHN H. RECK, Accounting
THOMAS VINCENT REGAN, Personnel -
Labor Relations
PATRICIA A. REIDY, Marketing/Personnel -
Labor Relations
JAMES JOSEPH RICCA, Political Science
MICHAEL RICHARDSON, Psychology
PAMELA D. ROGERS, Psychology
JOHN J. ROSA, Accounting
JOHN J. ROSENFELD, Marketing
WILLIAM M. ROWE, Psychology
DENNIS R. RUNYEN. Accounting
ROBERT Z. RUSHEISMAN, English
ROBIN C. RYAN, Religion
CRISTOPHER RYZINSKI, Management
JOSEPH SADOWSKI, Management
MARK A. SALVATORE, Accounting
LOUIS C. SALVINA, Philosophy
GREGORY FRANCIS SCHANK, Geology
RICHARD L. SCHULMAN, Criminal Justice
VICTOR SCICCHITANO, Religion
JOSEPH EDWIN SEILER, Accounting
PAUL J. SERWO, Political Science
JOHN P. SEYKOT, Marketing
SR. MARY ELLEN SHERIDAN, Sociology
CHARLOTTE M. SHERMAN, Accounting
STEVEN J. SILIGRINI, Finance/Management
MARIANNE E. SINCAVAGE,
Education/German
ROBERT SITTMAN, Political Science
CAROL SLUSARZ. Liberal Arts
EDWARD C. SMITH. History
WILLIAM A. SMITH. Accounting
SALVATORE SORBELLO, Psychology
GERARD A. SWEENEY, Accounting
MICHAEL TARABORRELLI, Education/English
MARLENE F. TERLINGO. Biology
DON ROBERT THOMAS, Management
WILLIAM TOFFLING, Personnel - Labor
Relations
MATTHEW FRANCIS TOMS, Education/Social
Studies
JOSEPH A. TORTORELLI, Education/English
DIANE L. TUCKER, Accounting
PATRICK J. TULLY JR.. English
LINDA TURSI, Finance/Marketing
HARRY L. WALTON JR.. Biology
MARIAN WATKINS. Criminal Justice
VICKIE L. WEINBERG, Criminal Justice
RANDALL WEISS. Biology
CARMELA D. WILLIAMS,
Education /Mathematics
EVIE H. WILSON, English
JOEL M. WOLINSKY, Biology
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So you have tasted the forbidden
fruit of the tree of knowledge and you
still do not know if it be sweet or
sour. Yet you realize more of yourself.
You know you are mortal. You know,
too, that you are naked.
For a moment you think to hide
behind the ivy-covered towers and
clothe yourself in pedantry, but no.
Within you a siren sounds, distant,
then, proximate, then, like cracking
crystal, an alert to do something. Wait.
Listen. Think. Animate that ripple of
divinity and know that all is not black
but varying shades of grey with an
infinity of possibilities.
Yours is to take that all-embracing
abstraction that is nothing and mould
it into an essence of madness — truth.
Internally that crystal is not cracked
but made whole and it needs be ob-
jectified. Beyond those ivy-covered
walls is a stone and yours is not to
prove that a stone exists but that some
existing thing is a stone.
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Brother Teliow, F.S.C., is, for most,
a dead unknown, yet he is one who
shook off administrative pedantry and
proved that such a thing as Christian
education existed. His was the crea-
tion of this too-oft maligned LaSalle.
Do not allow his creation, wrought out
of the rubbish and debris of Civil
War, to come full circle by making
this world only a receptacle for your
empty Schlitz cans.
You have walked down that high-
way which traverses the "elementary
branches of education, together with
the sciences, and modern and ancient
languages," and, somewhere along the
way, your hand was taken tenderly,
and you have found home within
yourself. But leave. Walk back past
those ivy-covered walls and green
lawns and heavy-laden trees. Al-
though such beauty would make you
weep, leave.
Yours is to take those hours of dis-
course with eloquent peers from ab-
straction: unkempt fields of parched
hay gave way to fields of fruit.
Yours is not to hide but to lead.
Your nakedness need be clothed only
in virture. Yours is to turn darkness to
light and recreate creation, though it
be on a lesser scale than that first
creation.
Do not despair. Your fear is not fear
but humility. But from humility comes
strength. You have discussed the. ser-
mons and lectures you heard in
groups, in snack bars, in hallways, and
in the covered wagon on the way
home. You have rehashed it all time
and time again. You do not know it
all, but you know where to begin, so
begin. Go. Go not with the musty
smell of old books but with the fresh
fragrance of new ideas. Take what
you have seen and heard and apply it
to your world.
College has been a vast conspiracy
to make you happy. Your classroom is
now deserted, living only in the shad-
ows of your memory. What time does
the Accounting Association meet?
What time does the dance start? It no
longer matters. The aroma of pizza
from the snack bar is no longer alive
in your nostrils. The crack of a book
binding breaking no longer haunts
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you. The life of books, indigestion,
and ten minutes between periods is
gone. What you have seen in lith-
ographs is now to be seen in raw
brilliance.
Become what you are. Become what
you can be. Be. Do not be a link in the
chain but be the chain. Absorb all and
repair the ruins. Deracinate the weeds
that grow in that garden paradise —
America. Do not settle for a sandwich
wrapped in waxpaper and stuffed into
a brown paper bag but seek to recap-
ture that fatted calf, the spirit of the
past, the freedom it took centuries to
encase in pleasant-sounding, empty
rhetoric.
Only your innocence has ended, not
your education. And, from the ashes
of that innocence that stood by igno-
rance shall rise a new innocence.
From you, as from a second root, shall
spring a new garden, a fresh green
smelling of dew in the morning sun-
light.
At first your eyes may blink, unpro-
tected by the classroom window glass
through which you once looked. But
know you now that the glass is wash-
ed clean and the filtered landscape
will no longer suffice. You must ex-
perience the multitudinous array of
colors and add to them your own.
Rejoice in "Pomp and Circum-
stance" and give life for life. Account
yourself Man. Let die the erudition for
the spade to plant the garden from
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which will spring your progeny.
Resign youself to this: to mingle and
involve. Augment your race by weed-
ing out confusion and by bringing
your light to that darkness of pan-
demonium where the force of arms
and sophistic speeches have held
sway too long. Enter the maze in
naked humility, confident that "virtus
est scientia," and be not fooled by
appearances.
Trust only in truth. Search only for
essence. Be satisfied only ain are
joined by a single head and how pur-
suing one often compels your taking
of the other. Yet know, "True virtue
never knows defeat." Bene vivete.
Ed Sirkowski
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SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Left: (left to right) Henry Wright, Vice-President; Janis Wright, Treasurer; Boh
Wvatt, President. Below: Bob Wyatt, President.
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evening collegian voices
ed sirkowski editor-in-chief
joanne loughlin managing editor
chris martin copy editor
staff
lois splendor bob ewing
trish lyons blondell spellman
b. k. brown valerie altimari
contributors
joan dougherty bart mc quoid
dan ward
An end has come.
Trial by ordeal - the cram of information like, "of course,
the converse is also true. For example, the inversion of the
contingents in conjunction with the juxtaposition of the
proportionate square leads to the digital equivalent of com-
parative illusion" - has been banished forever.
Exams are not merely scotched but killed. No more endless
series of questions calling for answers not remembered. No
more essays begging to be answered in neat palmer method.
After all, why soil the purity of white paper lined in blue?
Why? Why not? Who knows? Someone must, but who? All
of the above? None of the Above? Only a and b? Only a and
c? Only b and c?
To daydream, ah, there's the rub, for when we have day-
dreamed during class we must suffer the slings and arrows of
outrageous testing. Laugh, clown, laugh, and go down with a
giggle under the cap and gown. Fear no more the heat of the
sun nor the furious winter's rage. College has been a search
for being and, although it is difficult to be it is better than to
half not be. To be or not to be: That is the question.
The Duke and the Dauphin have thawed and resolved
themselves into a dew while the fresh green breast of Amer-
ica awaits new contagion. Take pause, fair Ophelia, for you
are one of the few honest people you have ever known.
There's a sound of gold in your voice. Ope not, however,
thy ponderous and marble jaws, but get thee to a nunnery!
Your count of enchanted objects has diminished by one, old
sport.
The law's delay delays no more. Shall we never see thee
more, alma mater, alas! - What ever happened to alack?
Goodnight, the party is over.
— Ed Sirkowsk
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William Cruice Charles Daigie
Jeannine Detato Karl F. Dietrich Clement DiPietro William Donnelly
Patricia M. Augustun Michael Barmarsh
JOHN ADAMS, Accounting
JOHN Q. ADAMS, Sociology/Criminal Justice
EDWARD ALBRIGHT, Business Management
MARK ALTMAN, Psychology
ANNA MARIE AUBLEY, Psychology
PATRICIA M. AUGUSTUN, Accounting
Accounting Assoc.
MICHAEL BARMARSH, Finance
WILLIAM BEAMON, Criminal Justice
WILLIAM BLANKNEY. Accounting
CARL T. BLOMBAUM, Computer Science
RICHARD BOYD. Marketing
WILLIAM BRADLEY, Operations
Management /Accounting
BSL. Treasurer; Accounting Assoc; Student Congress.
VINCENT BRALIC, Chemistry
MAUREEN BRAND, Personnel - Labor Relations
BARBARA BROWN, Sociology
Marketing Assoc; Alpha Sigma Lambda; BSL. Business
Manager; Evening Collegian.
FRANCIS BRZYSKI, Psychology
Basketball
MICHAEL BURZAK, Sociology
LESTER CAHN, Business Management
FREDERICH CANTZ, Business Management
MARY CARR, Comprehensive Social Studies
WILLIAM CLARK, Sociology/Criminal Justice
JOHN CLIFFORD, Operations Management
FRANK CLEARY, Management
PATRICK COMPTON, Sociology/Criminal Justice
SANDRA CORBETT, Psychology
JOHN CORLIES. Operations Management
DANIEL CRAIGE, Operations Management
WILLIAM CRUICE, Personnel Labor Relations
CHARLES DAIGIE, Criminal Justice
STANLEY DAWSON, Business Management
KATHLEEN DELROCCILI, Accounting
JAMES DENI, Operations Management
JOHN DERDERIAN, Personnel - Labor Relations
JEANNINE DETATO, Finance
KARL F. DIETRICH, Management
CLEMENT DIPIETRO, Management
WILLIAM DONNELLY, Personnel Labor Relations
DONALD DUDLEY, Psychology
VIRGINIA EGLOF, Psychology
CHARLES ELIA, Production Management
Donald Dudley
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Thomas E. Kensey
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David King Stephen Klarich Steven Klein Diane Koenig
LENARD EPPLEY, Operations Management
ROBERT FARRINGTON. Accounting
JOHN FINN, Sociology/Criminal Justice
MICHAEL FISHER, Operations Management
ROBERT FLANAGAN, Sociology
WILL/AM FLANDERS, Operations Management
JOHN FLEURY, Accounting
DAVID FORD. Accounting
RITA FRANK, Psychology
JOSEPH FRIEND, Accounting
Accounting Assoc, President; Academic Affairs
Council; Student Congress.
GERALD GALLAGHER, Personnel Labor Relations
LEROY GEHMAN. Accounting
EDWARD L. GEIGERT, Criminal Justice
Alpha Sigma Lambda.
EDWARD GLASGOW. Operations Management
ALAN GOLEBRJEWSKI, Accounting
ROBERT GRAHAM. Management/Marketing
MICHAEL GREEN, Marketing
MICHAEL GROARK. Management
Student Congress; Alpha Sigma Lambda.
SALVATORE GULISANO, Operations Management
GERARD HAMSHIRE, Management
SHARON HARRIS, Personnel Labor Relations
SAM.
DAVIEL /. HESSKE, Operations Management
EDWARD HIGHLAND, Finance
JOAN HINKEL, Sociology
MARY KAY HOBER, Education/English
ROSEMARY HORSTMAN. English
DENNIS J. HUSTON Psychology
GORDON JAMES
DIAN JOHNSON, Personnel Labor Relations
LINDA JOHNSON, Biology
SUSAN KAY JONES, Psychology
BARRY KAUFFMANN. Marketing
THOMAS E. KENSEY, Operations Management
DAVID KING, Education/Political Science
STEPHEN KLARICH, Personnel Labor Relations
STEVEN KLEIN, Personnel Labor Relations
DIANE KOENIG. Marketing
KAREN KOHLER, Psychology
MYROSLAW KOPYTHO, Marketing
ALEXANDER KOSTENKO. Applied Mathematics
Karen Kohler Myroslaw Kopytho Alexander Kostenko
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James R. O'Connor
222
Thomas Olkowski Mary Patricia O'Neill Catherine Peberdy Joseph Perry
ROBERT E. KUBELDIS, Computer Science
JOHN W. LAMB. Accounting '
FRANCIS A. LARTHEY, Operations Management
JOSEPH W. LEARY, Sociology
HUBERT PETER LEONARD. English/Education
HERBERT J. LOTT/ER, Economics
PATRICIA ANN LYONS, Psychology
Evening Collegian
MAURICE MALEY, Computer Science
LAURENCE MASON. Finance
DAVID MAURER. Accounting
EDWARD R. MCCARTHY, Personnel Labor Relations
EDWARD O. MCERLEAN, Accounting
Basketball
ROBERT J. MCGUIRE. Business Administration
FLORA BELLE MCKINNEY, Humanities
BSL; Gallerv Associates: Alpha Sigma Lambda,
JAMES THOMAS MCKNIGHT, Accounting
DOLORES L. MCNALLY, Psychology
NANCY DOROTHY MCNALLY, Elementary Education
STEPHEN P. MESARAS, Electronic Physics
M. ELIZABETH MIANO, English
LOUIS MILLER, Accounting
JAMES MOONEY, Accounting
WILLIAM J. MOONEY, Criminal Justice
CECILIA B. MORRISON, Accounting
JAMES E. MORTON, Accounting
Cross Keys; Accounting Assoc, President; Marketing
Assoc; Student Congress.
RONALD A. MORTON, Management
BONNIE WASHINGTON-MURDAH, Psychology
Honor Society.
FRANCIS MURPHY, Operations Management
THEODORE R. MURPHY, JR., Sociology/Criminal
Justice
EDWARD D. NACE, Chemistry
TOM NICOLO, Accounting
JAMES J. OGONNELL, Criminal Justice
JAMES R. OGONNOR, Sociology
THOMAS OLKOWSKl, Operations Management
MARY PATRICIA O'NEILL. Humanities
CATHERINE PEBERDY, Accounting
JOSEPH PERRY, Accounting
MY CONG PHAM, Mathematics/Computer Science
THEODORE PHILLIPS, Operations Management
DAVID O. PHITA, Psychology
Student Congress; Campus Ministry; Eucharistic
Minister.
MERCY MARTIN. Business Administration
My Cong Pham Theodore Phillips David O. Phita
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JOHN POMILIO, Accounting
JOHNNELL QUARLES, Operation Management
CLETUS QUINN, Economics
NANCY RANDOLFO, Accounting
EDWARD RAWLINSON, Operation Management
JOHN REMENTES. Business Management
RONALD REYNOLDS. Personnel-Labor Relations
PATRICIA ROBINSON, Operation Management
HUGH POWELL, Criminal Justice
RAYMOND RUTH, Chemistry
TIMOTHY SCANLAN, Accounting
CHARLES SCHMID, Marketing
ROBERT SCHMID, Marketing
JOHN SCHMIDT, Criminal Justice
HOWARD SE/GEL, Psychology
ROBERT SENIOR, Marketing
JAMES SERFASS, Personnel-Labor Relations
BERNARD SJEGEL. Accounting
GILBERT SIMONS, Personnel-Labor Relations
OTIS SIMMONS, Management
DONALD SMITH, Operations Management
WILLIAM SMITH, Marketing
BSL; Marketing Assoc; ROTC.
MICHAEL SOLBY, Accounting
BLONDELL SPELLMAN, Sociology
LOUIS SPRINGER. Electronic Physics
LENORD STEPHENS, Criminal Justice
RICHARD STEVER, Operations Management
ANNE STOCK, Personnel-Labor Relations
KAREN SWIERCZEWSKI. Sociology
JAMES M. SZCZIER, Accounting
JAMES TAIT, Personnel-Labor Relations
BERNARD TALAROWSKI, Management
ROBERT TATE, Humanities
FRANCIS TIEFENTHALER, Electronics-Physics
DANIEL TROTTER, Operational Management
SAM; Student Congress.
GWENDOLYN TUCKER, Elementary Education
ROBERT TULLY, Operations Management
PETER TYLER, Operations Management
BERNICE VILLONE, Education/Social Studies
JAMES WALSH. Management
Peter Tyler
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compliments of
t JCK HING COMPANY
Chinese Groceries
218 North 10th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
MA7-2079
(Mr. and Mrs. George Louie, owners) THE LA SALLE COLLEGE
WOMEN'S GUILD
The Men of the La Salle College Associates
CONGRATULATES THE
CLASS OF 1978
and
Invites Parents and Friends of
La Salle Students to Membership
Neil B. Shanahan
President, LSC Associates
extends Best Wishes to the
Class of 1978
And
Invites Parents and Friends of
La Salle Students to Membership
Josephine J. Girone
President, LSC Guild
PATRONS
Brother G. Claude Demitras, F.S.C.
Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.
Thomas N. McCarthy
Hideaway Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Markmann
Brother Gerard Molyneaux, F.S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Corrigan
Student Life Staff
Dr. Raymond Heath
David C. Fleming
Dr. and Mrs. John S. Penny
Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer, F.S.C.
SPECIAL SENIOR PATRONS
.*'.*
WBI
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Bamett
Dr. and Mrs. Vincent Puglisi
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Fynas
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ficchi
Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Soliday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Magolda
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Gibney
Edward
J. Walters
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Maieron
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Novicki
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
J. Kelly, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moon, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
J. Franchetti
Mr. and Mrs. Pierson W. Longstreet
Mr. and Mrs. Kyran J. Flaherty
Anthony D. Pierro
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Baumann
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cardish
Catherine DAmaro
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Kratzer
Leonard Zeik and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sieracki
Earl H. Linn
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Delaney
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore
J. Joseph
Roger Caramanica
Stanley
J. Slawinski
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Harper III
We are proud of you
MICHAEL
J.
GIBNEY
Congratulations and Love
Mom, Dad, Rick, Dan,
Maureen, and Jackie
We are proud of you
RAY MOON
Congratulations and love
Your brothers and sisters
We are proud of you
MICHELE T. KATKOCIN
Congratulations and love
Mom, Dad, Elaine, Ron, and Tina
TO STEVEN M. CARR
With love and congratulations
From Your Family
We are proud of you
JOSEPH J. RENZJ
Congratulations and love
Your Family
We are proud of you
STEPHEN ]. BURNS
Congratulations and love
Dad, Mom, Pat, Cyndee, and Peter
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THE STUDENTS' GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
Congratulates
The Class of 1978
Executive Board
Pete DiBattiste —President
Don Rongione —Vice-President
Terry Fox —Secretary
Larry White —Treasurer
Ginger Krawiec —President Students' Senate
Bruce Rosetto '79 Peter Magolda - SPA
Ed Ban '80 Greg Watson - IFC
Chris Andreas '81 Phil Keohane - AAC
Sue Kardish - RC
Class, of 1978 Class of 1979 Class of 1980 Class of 1981
Jim Fee Jim White Roger Marchetti Chuck Dearolf
Diane Fennel Don Kieser Barbara Buck Eleanor Calabrese
Jackie McGill Julie Trego Mary Schummer Jackie Alford
Diane Zartarian Joe Girone Al DiGregorio Tarn Emerick
The
Students' Government
Association
Representatives
of the
Class of 1978
Extend their Best Wishes For
Personal Success to all Members
of the Graduating Class
Ginger Krawiec
Jim Fee
Diane Fennel
Jackie McGill
Diane Zartarian
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COMPLIMENTS OF
THE COLLEGIAN
Compliments of
MARC'S
Beverage Super Market
1023 Windrim Ave. (at Fischer Ave.)
Phone: GL5-1513
Beer — Soda — Pretzels — Chips — Ice
Compliments of
MANHEIM DRAPERY
CLEANING SERVICE
5342-52 Germantown Ave.
GE8-4116
Congratulations to the Class of 1978
BETA ALPHA
Accounting Honors Society
Alonzo Baiada - PRESIDENT
Joan R. Skivinski - VICE-PRESIDENT
Bernadette M. Kaiser - TREASURER
Sean E. Domineske - SECRETARY
[Franklin ICHEMICAL& EQUIPMENT COl
FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS
4050 Main Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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TO FRANK MOSER
Congratulations
WITH LOVE ALWAYS
Noreen
TO NICOLA VECCHIONE
With love and congratulations
From your Mother, Andy, and Gerry
We are proud of you
JOHN J. HUBERT, JR.
Congratulations and love
Your Family
We are proud of you
ANTHONY J. MONICO
Congratulations and Success
Mother and Father
THE GAVEL SOCIETY
CONGRATULATES THE CLASS OF 1978
La Salle's speech and debate team would especially like to extend its best
wishes to the Gavel members who graduate this year:
JOHN HOLSTE. A former president, John transformed the Gavel from an
oblivious group into a competitive team. His loyalty, not only to the team,
but to the individuals on it, has placed its mark on us indelibly.
JOHN RODDEN. One of the best speakers in the country and chosen to
represent the United States in debate abroad, Jay brought national promi-
nence to La Salle, without losing sight of the goal of excellence, not mere
victory, that he sets for himself.
LARRY WHITE. Joining as a junior, Larry became a consistent competitor
within a year. He is indicative of the intense dedication of the Gavel,
giving of his time, his efforts and himself.
John, Jay, and Larry offered more than the qualities of loyalty, excellence
and dedication they embody. They have shaped our ways and made our
time at La Salle. They have made it easier for us and make us realize that
more is important than performance. As friends, we thank them.
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Time It Was
And What A Time It Was
It was
A Time of Innocence
A Time of Confidences.
Long Ago It Must Be
I Have a Photograph
Preserve Your Memories
They're All That's Left You!
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1978
FROM
RESIDENCE COUNCIL
Sue Kardish
Steve Carr
OFFICERS
Mary Kershaw
Jim McClain
Executive Board
Connie Petroni
Karen Crane
Anna Melnyk
Anthony Bosco
Mark Keegan
Dominic Marino
Paula Krebs
Paul Malloy
Pat Ryan
Beth Harper
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EXPLORER'S DEN
Finest Steaks and Hoagies in Town
2160 W. Olney Ave.
VI4-9879
Congratulations and Best Wishes
to the
CLASS OF 1978
COUNSELING CENTER
Frank Schreiner
Pete Filicetti
Brother Arthur Bangs, F.S.C.
Joe Bernier
Shelly Marged Weber
Mary Rutkowski
Roksolana Harasymowych
For reservations call HA4-9653
2nd Street and Olney Avenue
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Congratulations to
FRED HATEM
and all of his classmates
that we have had the
pleasure of meeting
The Hatems
We are proud of you
JAMES BANNAN
congratulations and love
Your Family
TO ROBERT REICHARDT
Congratulations and love
Your Mother and Father
We are proud of you
MARY F. SCARPELLO
Congratulations and love
Your Mother and Father
WALTER R. SZWAJKOWSKI
Congratulations and best wishes
Love,
Your Family
SAMUEL B. PEARLSTEIN
Congratulations
We are very proud of you!
Mom and Dad
Joe and Bill
Grandmom and Grandpop
DENNIS CZERW
With congratulations and love
From Your Family
Congratulations
DIANE M. FENNEL
Love and best wishes
Your Family
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WEXP RADIO - 640 AM.
"Voice of La Salle"
officers
Craig Tractenberg General Manager
SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
Mark Mercer Program Director
Jeff Fox Technical Director Congratulates the class of 1978
and its senior brothers
Joe Ficchi Business Manager
Harley Cummins
Paul Perrello News Director Gerard Dawson
Kevin Donnelly
Valerie Konieczy Advertising Director Thomas Hoban
Robert Kennedy
Mike Jones Music Director James McGinniss
Michael McGirney
Tony TisdaU Sports Director James Milano
Ronald Murphy
Michael Sharp
CongrafuJates the Class of 1978 Raymond Soliday
and its senior members John Waldron
Joe Ficchi Mark Mercer
Jeff Fox Jim OToole
John Geary Tony Tisdall
James Juliano Craig Tractenberg
Desi Warren
BIG TOP
COLD BEER - ICE - SODA - PARTY SNAX
6300 N. Broad St.
call 276-BEER
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STUDENT PROGRAMMING
ASSOCIATION
congratulates the Class of 1978
and extends our
appreciation to
Peter Mark Magolda
for his leadership, service,
and dedication to the goals of
the Student Programming Association
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We are proud of you
DANIEL A. PIERRO
Congratulations and love
Your Family
We are proud of you
ROBERT F. ZIEGLER
Congratulations and love
Mom, Dad and Steve
We are proud of you
FRANK MOSER
Love and congratulations
Your Family
We are proud of you
MICHAEL J. TAYLOR
Congratulations and love
Your Family
COMPLIMENTS OF
/ andN
Steak and Hoagies
5637 Ogontz Avenue
276-8174 KANE COMPANY
Official Supplier
La Salle College Ring
Box 206
Spinnerstown, Pa. 18968COUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
A student organization concerned with
the needs of all handicapped individuals
Congratulates and wishes all the best
For the class of 1978
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TO REVA BETH WOLPERT
Congratulations and love
Your Family
We are proud of you
PAUL J. SIMON
Love and congratulations
Your Family
compliments of
HARVEY'S PIZZA DEN
910 Godfrey Avenue
CAMPBELL'S PLACE
8337 Germantown Avenue
Good food, wine, beer
and cocktails.
Come see our upstairs.
215-536-5833
DAVOR PHOTO, INC.
621 Bristol Pike
Andalusia, Pa. 19020
215-638-2490
Compliments of
LA SALLE COLLEGE'S
CAMPUS STORE
CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS
OF 1978
(ffi)ArmjROTC.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CLASS OF 1978
FROM THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Don't Wait Until 1983 To Become An
Active Alumni
(THAT WILL BE THE DATE OF YOUR
FIFTH YEAR REUNION)
ALUMNI ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
Board of Directors
Alumni Luncheon
Downtown Club
Las Vegas Night
Awards Dinner
Chapter Meetings
Basketball Club
Reunions
Hall of Athletics
Admissions Committee
jim Mcdonald
director
DIANE BONES
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
951-1535
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Dehel (3), Spearing
Crane, Dehel, Spearing
Dehel (3)
Spearing (4)
Dehel (2), Spearing (2)
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Nardelli (2), Reznik
Dehel, Spearing (2), Tanner
Dehel (3)
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All senior portraits are supplied courtesy of Davor
Photo, Inc.
Photographs by Bachrach Photography, Mark Jacob-
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courtesy of the La Salle College News Bureau.
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Artwork on Page 240 by Jane McFarlane
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The 1978 staff of the Explorer would like to thank
the following people for their contributions:
Brother David Pendergast, F.S.C.
Doctor Raymond Heath, Dean of Students
Jerry Dees, Director of Student Activities
Kathy Schrader, Assistant Director of Student Activities
John Carter, Assistant Director of Student Activities
The 1977 Fall Pledge Class of Sigma Phi Lambda Fraternity
Justine Kunderewitz, Margie Hassell, Carol Jones and Denise
Dempsey of the Student Life Office
Jane Woods of Ticket and Information
Bob Davine of HJ Keller, our publishing consultant
Abe and Esther Orlick of Davor Photo, Inc.
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